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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Millions of Americans rely on their cable or satellite television provider to deliver news, entertainment,
and other television programming. However, many customers are deeply dissatisfied with their cable and satellite
television providers.
This report focuses on customer service and billing practices at three of the largest cable and the only two
satellite television providers in operation when the Subcommittee’s investigation began in 2015: Comcast
Corporation (Comcast), Time Warner Cable Inc. (Time Warner Cable), and Charter Communications, Inc. (Charter),
AT&T Entertainment Group (DirecTV) and Dish Network Corporation (Dish). At the end of 2015, these companies
collectively had more than 71 million subscribers. This represented about 72% of all American households that
paid to receive television programming and more than 53% of all American households.
Many cable and satellite customers have been frustrated by the cost and complexity of their bills. This report
reviews four of the most frequent areas of complaint related to billing for new and current subscribers: (1) the
initial pricing, (2) expiring promotions, (3) additional fees and changes, and (4) price increases. This report also
reviews the adequacy of the cable and satellite providers’ efforts to explain their billing practices to customers.
Initial Pricing: One common complaint leveled against cable and satellite providers was that they did not
adequately disclose the price of their service in advertising or at the point of sale. For example, one
provider conducted an investigation into complaints among customers who felt that they were charged a
different price than what they were promised. It determined that approximately 30% of the customers
reported they were not quoted the full or correct package price.
Expiring Promotions: As part of introductory promotions for new customers, many cable and satellite
providers offered promotional offers for a set time period, after which the rate increases. This could
include a price discount, or free premium channels. However, customers were not always aware that
there will be an increase in price when their promotion ends or “rolls off.” When promotional prices were
advertised by some cable and satellite providers, they were in large eye-catching print, while the price
that companies charge after the promotional price rolls off, or the “standard” price, was often only
included in the fine print. Companies were aware that customers are surprised and upset by these
unexpected increases, and many noted that customers are at the greatest risk of cancelling when their
promotional offer ends.
Additional Fees and Charges: Companies charged many kinds of fees on top of the base price for television
service. These fees could substantially increase a customer’s total monthly price and were not
prominently displayed in advertisements. In addition, companies have been creating new fees, such as
broadcast television fees and regional sports network fees, to cover programming that historically was
included in the price of a customer’s programming package.
Compounding customers’ frustration was the rising price for cable and satellite. All of the companies in this
investigation have increased their prices since 2011, with the cost of some packages increasing by as much as
33%. While all of the providers notified customers of upcoming price increases, this notification was not always
effective. A 2013 internal DirecTV study found that the provider’s notices were only effective at alerting 16% of
subscribers that prices would increase.
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Beyond pricing, customer service remained a problem for the cable and satellite industry. Our investigation found
that customers faced difficulties getting their problem resolved by their cable or satellite provider. In December
2015, for instance, 40% of a sample of customers who called Comcast with a billing problem were unable to
resolve it on the first call. In December 2014, DirecTV found that 36% of callers contacting the billing department
were unable to fully resolve their issue. Charter noted that approximately 20% of callers were not able to solve
their problem on the first call. In addition, based on 2015 customer survey data provided by Time Warner Cable,
only 42% of customers agreed that Time Warner Cable “has the ability to resolve your problem on the first call.”
In addition, when customers called about a problem, they had to listen to sales tactics. For example, when Time
Warner Cable customers called to ask about price hikes, the company labeled it as an “opportunity” to upsell
them, and advised agents, “[t]he price adjustment brings with it an opportunity to upsell customers.” Regardless
of the reason that customers may have called, Comcast told its employees to “uncover ‘hidden’ needs” of their
subscribers for additional services. Upselling annoyed enough customers that Dish instructed its agents to note
when subscribers ask never to be upsold. However, but for the case of certain exceptions, such as customers
calling in with service problems, most Dish agents were required to upsell on every call—even when customers
have rejected an initial upsell on a previous call. Cable and satellite providers expected that customers would be
frustrated, and devoted a considerable amount of effort into training their customer service representatives to
interact with customers who are surprised and upset by the high price of their service.
Finally, when customers decided that they wanted to cancel their service, they faced difficulties in doing so.
Rather than simply disconnecting the service online, customers must either visit a retail store or call and speak to
a company’s “retention” agent. As stated in a Time Warner Cable training document, the goal of the retention
agent was to “do the opposite of what the customer is calling for. If the customer is calling into cancel, your goal
is to not cancel the services! And if the customer wants to lower the bill, you’re going to try to avoid that, and
perhaps even raise the bill!” All of the companies in this review trained their retention agents to follow a similar
process, which included: (1) asking probing questions to determine how customers use their service and why they
want to cancel; (2) proposing “solutions” to address the customers’ stated reasons for canceling their service; and
(3) overcoming objections from customers who do not want to answer questions, or who do not accept the
proposed solution.
Cable and satellite providers trained their retention agents to continue the probing process after customers have
indicated they do not want to answer questions and simply want to disconnect their service. For example, Time
Warner Cable, DirecTV, and Dish had their agents practice overcoming objections from customers like, “Please
disconnect me today. I don’t want to go into detail,” and “Just cancel the service.” Prolonging the process,
retention agents made repeated offers to keep customers. Dish and Charter indicated that after a customer has
objected to an offer twice, agents should start the process over; however, Charter added that, “[w]e will not need
to start from square one, but we will need to overcome hesitations before moving to an agreement.” After
meeting with the Subcommittee, Comcast stressed to its retention agents that its policy allowed them to stop
trying to “save” the customer if the customer refused or became upset by a retention agent’s request to ask the
customer questions about their decision to disconnect.
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Customers attempting to save money by downgrading or dropping a service from their package were often
routed to the same retention agents. Cable and satellite providers trained their retention agents to minimize
downgrades and the associated loss of revenue by following a step-down process in which the offers made to the
customer progress in a stair step fashion, with the offer that has the greatest financial impact on the provider
made last. However, in the case of Time Warner Cable, some agents claimed that the offer made is the best price
“at that time,” despite the fact that lower offers were available.
Cable and satellite providers have acknowledged the need to improve their customer service, and provided
information to the Subcommittee regarding their efforts to identify and address customer pain points and
improve the customer experience.

BACKGROUND
Millions of Americans rely on their cable or satellite television provider to deliver news, entertainment,
and other programming.1 These providers are known collectively in the cable and satellite industry as
“multichannel video programming distributors” (often referred to as “MVPDs”). They range in size from large
companies such as Comcast and DirecTV, which have millions of subscribers, to local cable operators that may
only have a few hundred subscribers. While cable and satellite providers are often colloquially referred to as
“cable companies,” in industry terms a “cable operator” specifically refers to a company that provides
programming via coaxial or fiber optic cable. Satellite providers use satellite signals to provide programming.
While this report focuses on the television programming offered by cable and satellite companies, the companies
also provide internet, telephone, and sometimes home security services.
At the end of 2015, three of the largest cable companies and the only two satellite companies collectively had
more than 71 million video subscribers. This represented about 72% of all American households that paid to
receive television programming and more than 53% of all American households. See Figure 1.
Even though millions of Americans subscribe to cable and satellite providers, they are deeply dissatisfied with
their providers. The most recent American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) survey found pay television service

1

This report does not address video service provided by telecommunications service providers, such as Verizon FiOS or AT&T U-verse,
nor does it include Google Fiber. Combined, these companies serve 11,176,000 subscribers, or roughly 11% of all video subscriber
households. However, the cable and satellite providers discussed in this report serve a large majority (about 72%) of all subscriber
households. Google Fiber’s Video Subscriber Growth Surges, REUTERS (Mar. 3, 2016) (online at http://fortune.com/2016/03/03/googlefiber-video-subscriber-growth); Google Fiber: Horton Hears a Who, MOFFETT NATHANSON RESEARCH (Mar. 3, 2016) (online
athttps://www.moffettnathanson.com/blog.aspx); Major Pay TV Providers Added About 10,000 Subscribers in 1Q 2016, LEICHTMAN
RESEARCH GROUP (May 17, 2016) (online at http://www.leichtmanresearch.com/press/051716release.html).
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scored second-to last in customer satisfaction out of the 43 industries it studies.2 This 2016 survey, which was
based on polling 70,000 consumers, also found that while customer service in the cable and satellite industry as a
whole had improved slightly from the year before, there was no other place to go than up. The previous 2015
survey found that the pay TV industry tied for the lowest score out of all 43 industries it surveyed.3
Other polls confirm that Americans have an unfavorable opinion of the customer service provided by their cable
and satellite providers. In 2015, a Consumer Reports survey found that 20 out of 24 cable providers received the
lowest score possible and stated that “along with death and taxes, lousy cable service seems to be one of life’s
certainties.”4 Comcast, Time Warner Cable, and Charter all rated near the bottom of these survey results.5 In
2016, another survey of 10,000 consumers found that more than 20% of consumers who had interacted with TV
providers reported having a bad experience during the previous six months, the highest level of any industry.6
Comcast and Time Warner Cable had the highest levels of consumers reporting bad experiences among cable and
satellite providers.7 Finally, in 2015, Comcast, DirecTV, and Dish were all listed on 24/7 Wall Street’s “Hall of
Shame,” a list of the 10 companies with the worst customer service ratings based on a survey of 1,500 American
adults.8 According to the survey, high prices and poor customer service were the biggest consumer complaints.9

2

American Customer Satisfaction Index, ACSI Telecommunications Report 2016 (online at http://www.theacsi.org/news-andresources/customer-satisfaction-reports/reports-2016/acsi-telecommunications-report-2016).
3

ACSI Telecom Report Shows Competitive Industries Have Higher Customer Satisfaction, FIERCE CABLE (June 1, 2016) (online at
http://www.fiercecable.com/press-releases/acsi-telecom-report-shows-competitive-industries-have-higher-customer-satis). The last place in
2016 belonged to internet service providers, some of whom are also television providers.
4

Brad Tuttle, Even for Cable TV, These Customer Satisfaction Ratings are Horrible, TIME (May 29, 2015) (online at
http://time.com/money/3901532/cable-tv-ratings-internet).
5Id.
6

New Temkin Group Research Shows that Consumers Have Most Bad Experiences With AirTran Airways, Time Warner Cable, Comcast,
and HSBC, MORNING STAR (Mar. 30, 2016) (online at https://www.morningstar.com/news/pr-newswire/PRNews_20160330PH57602/new-temkin-group-research-shows-that-consumers-have-most-bad-experiences-with-airtran-airwaystime-warner-cable-comcast-and-hsbc.html).
7

Id.

8

Customer Service Hall of Shame, 24/7 WALL STREET (July 23, 2015) (online at http://247wallst.com/special-report/2015/07/23/customerservice-hall-of-shame/4).
9

Id.
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FIGURE 1: SUBSCRIBER BASE AND MARKET CAPITALIZATION OF TV PROVIDERS

TV PROVIDERS

VIDEO
SUBSCRIBERS10

COMPANY
VALUE11

ESTIMATED %
OF ALL
HOUSEHOLDS12

ESTIMATED %
OF SUBSCRIBER
HOUSEHOLDS13

CABLE COMPANIES
22,400,000

$145.67B

16.72%

22.4%

11,056,000

$59.66B

8.25%

11.06%

4,445,000

$25.77B

3.32%

4.45%

SATELLITE COMPANIES

20,112,000

$47.18B

15.01%

20.11%

13,874,000

$25.23B

10.35%

13.87%

10

Major Pay-TV Providers Added About 10,000 Subscribers in 1Q 2016, LEICHTMAN RESEARCH GROUP (May 17, 2016) (online at
http://www.leichtmanresearch.com/press/051716release.html). This data is current as of the end of the first quarter of 2016. Since the
investigation began, Time Warner Cable and Charter merged, and DirecTV merged with AT&T. With the addition of AT&T’s U-Verse
subscribers, DirecTV would have 25,372,000 total video subscribers. Id.
11

YAHOO! FINANCE (http://finance.yahoo.com) (accessed June 3, 2016).

These percentages were calculated by dividing the number of each provider’s subscribers (provided in the first column) by the total
number of U.S. households (as identified in the U.S. Census Bureau July 1, 2015 population estimate. U.S. Census Bureau, Quick Facts
(online at https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/table/PST045215/00) (accessed June 6, 2016).
12

13

Jon Lafayette, Nielsen: Pay-TV Households Dip Below 100M,BROADCASTING & CABLE (Mar. 24, 2016) (online at
http://www.broadcastingcable.com/news/currency/nielsen-pay-tv-households-dip-below-100m/154922).
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One of the most widely used measures of customer satisfaction is a Net Promoter Score, or NPS. Essentially, a
positive NPS indicates that a customer would recommend the service or product to a friend. A negative NPS
indicates that a customer would not—or would even dissuade a friend from purchasing it. The more effort it takes
a customer to deal with a problem, such as multiple calls to the company, generally poor customer service, or an
ultimately unresolved issue, the lower a company’s NPS score.14 Using data for 2015, the most recent year for
which the Subcommittee has access to information for all companies, all of the investigated cable providers had a
negative NPS.15 Dish had a positive score for new and existing customers16 and DirecTV had a positive score for
new customers17 but a negative score overall.18
Although cable and satellite companies have troubling scores in customer satisfaction rankings, they note that
most of the millions of interactions with customers are satisfactory. For instance, Charter stated that “To be
clear, not all or even most of the calls received by Charter can be characterized as customer ‘complaints.’” Time
Warner Cable’s measures its customers’ satisfaction through automated surveys. 87% of customers gave Time
Warner Cable an 8, 9, or 10 (with 10 being the most satisfactory) through the third quarter of 2015.19 Comcast
noted that “…the company services roughly 27 million customers and receives more than 1 million customer calls
in a given day across the country. Issues that arise with even a very small percentage of these interactions will
still constitute a sizeable raw number if viewed in isolation.”20

METHODOLOGY
Given the importance of cable and satellite television providers to millions of Americans and the
frustration that many of them experience as customers, the Subcommittee began an investigation of the
consumer practices at three of the largest cable and the only two satellite television providers in operation at the
time the Subcommittee’s investigation began in 2015: Comcast Corporation (Comcast), Time Warner Cable Inc.
(Time Warner Cable), and Charter Communications, Inc. (Charter), AT&T Entertainment Group (DirecTV) and Dish

14

See COMCAST-PSI-00012184 – 187; COMCAST-PSI-00012254.

COMCAST-PSI-00012940;TWC-00017497; CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00014723. Comcast’s current NPS score is positive. Letter from
Reginald J. Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 18, 2016).
15

Email from Sarah Leggin, Counsel for Dish, to Subcommittee (June 7, 2016) (“CSC Financial Review – December 2015”, at slide 8;
“8AM Executive Staff - Operations WE 12.25.15”, at slide 3).
16

17

DTV-PSI-0094546.

18

DTV-PSI-0094547. DirecTV’s current overall NPS score is positive. DTV-PSI-0094680.

19

Letter from Michael D. Bopp, Counsel for Time Warner Cable, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 15, 2016).

20

Letter from Brian A. Benczkowski, Counsel for Charter, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (Nov. 5, 2015); Letter
from Reginald J. Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (Feb. 23, 2016).
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Network Corporation (Dish). During the course of the investigation, Charter acquired Time Warner Cable, but the
two entities will be treated separately for this report.21 AT&T, which operates a video provider known as AT&T Uverse, acquired DirecTV during the investigation.
As part of its 13-month investigation, the Subcommittee received information and documents from Comcast,
Time Warner Cable, Charter, DirecTV, and Dish. The Subcommittee reviewed documents regarding past and
current policies related to customer service, price and fee increases, disclosures provided to consumers, retention
and downgrade call handling, as well as data related to price increases, customer service spending, the margins
made on fees, customer complaints, churn, and satisfaction. Many of the documents provided by the cable and
satellite companies that described customer complaints and dissatisfaction were generated by these companies
in an effort to improve customer service. Ultimately, the Subcommittee received more than 93,000 documents
and conducted dozens of follow-up interviews to better understand the documents provided.
The Subcommittee interviewed cable and satellite providers regarding customer complaints, policies related to
call handling of customer service requests and requests to disconnect or downgrade service, the establishment
and underlying cost basis of fees added to customer accounts, company policies for disclosing price increases and
promotional price roll-offs to customers, and the extent to which companies provide refunds to customers they
have overcharged or who have a credit on their account when they terminate their service. The Subcommittee
also interviewed customer service and retention representatives from the companies to gain an understanding of
how customer service agents apply policies that govern their interactions with customers. Additionally, the
Subcommittee interviewed local and federal regulators that interact with cable companies, as well as consumer
advocacy groups and groups that conduct consumer research, including the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), as well as the National Association of Telecommunications
Officers and Advisors, and local regulatory officials from across the country. Finally, the Subcommittee also
interviewed consumer advocates and researchers about the cable and satellite industry.

TRANSPARENCY AND BILLING PRACTICES
Many cable and satellite customers are frustrated by the cost and complexity of their bills. This section
reviews the four most frequent areas of complaint related to billing for new and current subscribers: (1) the initial
pricing, (2) expiring promotions, (3) additional fees and charges, and (4) price increases. This section also reviews
adequacy of the cable and satellite providers’ efforts to explain their billing practices to customers.

21

Sarah Rabil & Joe Flint, Charter Communications Completes Acquisition of Time Warner Cable, WALL ST. J. (May 25, 2015) (online at
http://www.wsj.com/articles/charter-communications-nearing-deal-for-time-warner-cable-1432569555).
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Promotional Pricing
One common complaint leveled against cable and satellite providers was that they did not adequately
disclose the price of their service in advertising or at the point of sale. For example, in 2014, 23% of DirecTV
subscribers who responded to a survey reported that they felt misled during the sign-up process.22 Of the
customers who felt they had been misled, 37% of complaining customers felt that DirecTV customer service
representatives misled them during their sign-up phone call.23 Similarly, in 2012 and 2013, as part of an effort to
improve its customer service, Comcast reviewed data concerning “escalated complaints”— complaints that had
been elevated beyond the customer service representatives and supervisors related to billing errors— and found
that, in 10% of such complaints, customers reported they had been quoted the wrong price at the time of sale.24
During the limited periods surveyed in 2012 and 2013, as many as 30% of the customers whose complaints
related to billing errors were escalated stated that a Comcast representative had quoted the wrong price.25
Adding to this frustration and confusion, cable and satellite companies did not always immediately inform
customers about the lowest price option available to customers.26 For example, customer service representatives
at DirecTV were told to only offer the lowest price option “if [they] will lose the sale,” as this package was only
used as an option for customers who were considering cancelling service.27 Similarly, customer service
representatives at DirecTV, Time Warner Cable, Comcast, and Charter were instructed to first attempt to sell
customers higher priced packages before moving to less expensive options based on the customers’ reactions.28
In some cases, the lowest price option was difficult for new customers to obtain. For example, Charter did not
offer a basic package at all on its website, and customers clicking to see the available video packages on
Comcast’s website were not shown the lowest priced options unless they click to see additional offers beyond

22

DTV-PSI-0037314 – 315. Survey respondents could select several options related to what they felt was misleading. Id.

23

Id. DirecTV also conducted a survey of its own service technicians about the most frustrating aspects of DirecTV for the customer,
“since no one knows [the customer] better than [they do].” Of the responses that identified problems with the call center experience (which
comprised 24% of all responses), the most commonly cited issue was that the call center had provided
“misinformation/miscommunications on Sales Call.” DTV-PSI-0051926, at slides 2, 14, and 16.
24

COMCAST-PSI-00013400; COMCAST-PSI-00013403; COMCAST-PSI-00013213; COMCAST-PSI-00013218; COMCAST-PSI00013223; COMCAST-PSI-00013228; COMCAST-PSI-00013232. Comcast noted that it handled one million customer calls per day and
the number of complaints was a very small percentage of this total. Letter from Reginald J. Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman
Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (July 17, 2015).
25

COMCAST-PSI-00013400; COMCAST-PSI-00013403; COMCAST-PSI-00013213; COMCAST-PSI-00013218; COMCAST-PSI00013223; COMCAST-PSI-00013228; COMCAST-PSI-00013232.
26

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Charter Customer Service officials (May 31, 2016).

27

DTV-PSI-0024300; Letter from Eleanor J. Hill, Counsel for DirecTV, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 13,
2016).
28

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00012891; DTV-PSI-0079420; TWC-00011167; COMCAST-PSI-00011415.
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those that appeared on the first screen.29 Dish, on the other hand, had two levels of low pricing: one for new
customers which was advertised, and one for existing customers who were having trouble affording their
service.30

Confusion When a Promotion Ends
As part of introductory promotions for new customers, many cable and satellite providers offered
introductory rates for the first year of service, and, in some cases, then provided a higher, but still discounted,
rate the second year of service.31 In such cases, the customer’s rate increased after the first year of service and
again after the second year of service.

[Dish] offered me a ton of discounts… Well, the discounts are over and the bill is huge!

–

SUBSCRIBER32

For instance, in one of Charter’s bundled service packages, the first year’s rate was $89.97 per month, and the
second year’s rate was $109.97 per month. After that, the customer was charged $129.97 per month. After the
expiration of all discounts, the ultimate rate of the package could be up to 50% more than the initial price.33 See
Figure 2.
Furthermore, customers were not always aware that the price would increase when their promotion ended or
“rolled off.” When promotional prices were advertised by some cable and satellite providers, they were in large
eye-catching print, while the price that companies charge after the promotional price rolled off, or the “standard”
price, was often only included in the fine print.34 See Figure 3. Regardless of whether it was because the
difference between the promotional and standard price was not adequately disclosed at the time of sale or

29

Xfinity, Home Page (http://www.xfinity.com/Corporate/Learn/DigitalCable/digitalcable.html) (accessed June 3, 2016); Charter, Home
Page (https://www.charter.com/browse/content/tv) (accessed June 3, 2016).Charter insisted that this lowest price offering was not available
on its webpage because it did not provide the same value as its other packages because many of the included channels could be accessed
without cable service through an antenna. Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Charter Customer Service officials
(May 31, 2016).
30

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Call with Jeff Blum, Counsel for Dish Network (June 15, 2016).

31

The second-year rate, while still an increase over the first year, was lower than the full retail rate.

32

Consumer complaint (June 12, 2016) (online at https://www.consumeraffairs.com/cable_tv/dish_network.html) (accessed June 20, 2016).
This complaint, like others provided, is an example of one customer’s experience, and is not intended to be representative of all customers.
33

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00000770.

34

See, e.g., Comcast Current Offers (www.xfinity.com/Corporate/Learn/DigitalCable/digitalcable.html) (accessed May 10, 2016).
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whether it was not prominently displayed in the advertising for the price promotion, the result was that some
consumers were often surprised and angry when they later learned that their programming package price had
increased after the first or second year.35
FIGURE 2: PRICE INCREASES FOR CHARTER’S BUNDLED SERVICE PACKAGES, AS OF 201436
RATES

SERVICES

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

STANDARD

Triple Play
TV Select + Internet
+ Phone

$89.97

$109.97

$129.97

TV Silver + Internet
+ Phone

$109.97

$129.97

$149.97

$129.97

$149.97

$169.97

TV Gold + Internet
+ Phone

Single Play
TV Select
TV Silver
TV Gold

$39.99

$59.99

$59.99

$59.99

$79.99

$79.99

$79.99

$99.99

$99.99

Cable and satellite providers were aware that customers become frustrated when their promotional price or offer
ended.37 Internal analysis by Comcast, Time Warner Cable, and DirecTV all noted that promotional roll offs led to
drops in customer satisfaction and commitment.38 DirecTV actually identified promotional roll offs as the period

35

TWC_00001227.

36

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00000770.
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in which customers were least likely to recommend DirecTV to others.39 In addition, Comcast concluded that
“customers are at highest risk of churn [cancellation] at the time when they are rolling off their promotional
rate.”40 Time Warner Cable referred to one period of high disconnects as a “hangover” from an aggressive
promotional period that ended.41 Dish observed that the price increase after the first year of a two-year contract
was the “biggest complaint customers have with the pay-tv industry.”42

Offered a special cable pricing offer for 12 month contract—however, I have had continual
billing problems with the pricing special…”

–

SUBSCRIBER43

Cable and satellite providers provided some disclosure of promotion roll-offs prior to a bill change. Charter and
Time Warner Cable placed messages in their bill before and after a promotion ended with Charter sending letter
to customers whose bill would increase by more than $20 between five and seven days before their price would
increase.44 Dish sends a message in the customer’s bill or e-bill as well as a notification on the customer’s set-top
box that displays a message that the promotion is ending, while DirecTV includes a month by month count down
during each month of a promotion in the customer’s bill and follows up with a “what changed” notification on the
following bill.45 Comcast disclosed the terms of promotions in its marketing materials, required its point of sale
agents to disclose that the customer will be receiving a promotional rate and what the price following the end of

37

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00014780; COMCAST-PSI-00012306; COMCAST-PSI-00012178; COMCAST-PSI-00012198; TWC_00001227;
DTV-PSI-0036978; DTV-PSI-0036986; DTV-PSI-0036998.
38

COMCAST-PSI-00012178, COMCAST-PSI-00012198; TWC_00001227; DTV-PSI-0036978; DTV-PSI-0036986; DTV-PSI-0036998.

39

DTV-PSI-0036978; DTV-PSI-0036986; DTV-PSI-0036998.

40

COMCAST-PSI-00012306.

41

TWC_00007954; TWC_00007993.

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000425722 (“Keep in in mind that the biggest complaint customers have with the pay-tv industry is that they sign a
two-year agreement, but their price increases after the first year.”)..
42

TWC_00017616. This complaint, like others provided, is an example of one customer’s experience, and is not intended to be
representative of all customers.
43

44

Letter from Michael D. Bopp, Counsel for Time Warner Cable, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (May 27, 2016);
Letter from Brian A. Benczkowski, Counsel for Charter, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (May 17, 2016); Email
from Brian A. Benczkowski, Counsel for Charter, to Subcommittee (June 20, 2016).
45

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of DirecTV Customer Service officials (May 25, 2016); Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish Customer Service officials (May 12, 2016).
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FIGURE 3: EXAMPLE OF PROMOTIONAL PRICING ADVERTISEMENT WITH FINE PRINT46

the promotion would be, provided the terms of the
promotion in a post-order email following the sale,
and noted on the customer’s bill that they were on a
promotion.47
Despite being notified, customers may still have
forgotten that they were receiving promotional
pricing and therefore may have been surprised by
price increases. Some cable and satellite providers
trained their representatives to handle customers
upset by the changes. As noted in Time Warner
Cable’s training documents, “[c]ustomers are

46

Comcast Current Offers ( www.xfinity.com/Corporate/Learn/DigitalCable/digitalcable.html) (accessed May 10, 2016).

47Letter

from Reginald J. Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (May 17, 2016); Letter
from Reginald J. Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 19, 2016).
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informed that this price will expire in 12 months, however, many customers are surprised by this change when it
happens.”48
I noticed … this month my bill was high, so I looked more closely and noticed I'm being charged
almost $40 per month for NFL Sunday ticket…I haven't watched more than a day of football in
my life, and I realize that this was likely an automatic renewal for something I didn't realize we
were given as a promotion when we signed up. I also realize this is super typical of cable
companies and customers have to be on top of making sure they cancel this stuff, but in my
opinion that's really bad business. It's a total bait and switch and although its [sic] probably a
good portion of your revenue, it's not honest…Anyway, I called in to cancel it last night and I
wasn't able to. Apparently I've passed some kind of deadline where I can't remove it from my
accounts, so now I'm stuck spending over $200 on something I don't use.
–

SUBSCRIBER49

Similarly, in Dish’s training materials, they instructed customer service representatives that “[w]hen those credits
roll off, customers’ bills are going to go up anywhere from $14.99 to $44.99, depending on their service level.
Because these credits were given three months prior, customers could have forgotten that they got them and
when they see a large increase in their bill, they may become escalated. This is where you come in.”50
In addition to promotional pricing, many cable and satellite providers offered free or reduced-price premium
programming—such as HBO, Showtime, and Starz—to entice new or existing customers to add services to their
package. While these offers were clearly beneficial for customers, they could also cause confusion when
promotional programming disappeared and frustration when some programming was automatically renewed at
full price after the promotion ended.
Promotional offers could include free or reduced-price equipment, premium channels, gift cards, and other perks.
For example, in 2016 both DirecTV and Dish offered premium movie channels (HBO, Showtime, Cinemax, and
Starz) free for three months to new subscribers who purchased certain television packages and entered a twoyear service agreement. 51 Comcast offered new subscribers free Showtime for 12 months with the purchase of
bundled television and internet service.52 Charter offered free digital video recorder (DVR) service for one year

48

TWC_00001227.

DTV-PSI-0039672. This complaint, like others provided, is an example of one customer’s experience, and is not intended to be
representative of all customers. While the customer complained about his billing, he did appreciate other aspects of DirecTV service. The
customer began, “I honestly do believe DirecTV has the best overall user experience for cable, it’s great I can’t complain there at all.” Id.
49

50

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000410717 – 718 (emphasis added).

51

DirecTV Shopping Cart (https://www.directv.com/DTVAPP/pepod/configure.jsp#package-section) (accessed June 13, 2016); Dish TV
Packages in your Area (https://www.infinitydish.com/dish-tv-packages) (accessed June 13, 2016).
52

Xfinity Home Page (http://www.xfinity.com/Corporate/Learn/DigitalCable/digitalcable.html) (accessed June 3, 2016).
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with the purchase of a bundle.53 Time Warner Cable offered free HBO, Starz, and Showtime for 12 months with a
qualifying bundle.54 The practice of using introductory offers was so common that some companies provided
customer service agents a list of different introductory offers to offer customers, based on the type of service that
they were purchasing.55 See Figure 4.56

FIGURE 4: DISH PROMOTIONAL PACKAGE WITH ROLL TO PAY PREMIUMS

While some offers disappeared from a customer’s bill once a promotion ended, others required customers to call
their cable or satellite provider to cancel the service or be charged for subsequent months after the promotion
ended.57 The practice of requiring customers to affirmatively cancel a previously free service is known as “roll-topay” pricing.58 Dish reserved “roll-to-drop” promotions – promotions that simply disappeared from the
customer’s account - for upset or at-risk customers directed to customer service agents in the company’s

53

Charter Home Page (https://www.charter.com/browse/content/charter-home) (accessed June 6, 2016).

54

Time Warner Cable, TV, Internet, & Phone Plans (https://www.timewarnercable.com/content/twc/en/plans-packages/cableinternet.html/) (accessed June 13, 2016).
55

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000400880.

56

Dish Home Page (http://www.dish.com/) (accessed June 21, 2016).

57

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish Customer Service officials (May 12, 2016); DTV-PSI-0036146; DISHPSI2015NOV-000489029; DTV-PSI-0045764; Internal Subcommittee Analysis (“TWC RTP offer 1”, “Charter RTP1”, “Charter RTP 2”,
and “Comcast RTP1,2”); DTV-PSI-0032243.
58

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000415374.
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“Loyalty” division.59 Additionally, some contracts between premium programming companies and cable and
satellite providers required that roll to pay pricing for their programming be offered as part of a promotion. If a
cable or satellite provider did not adopt roll to pay pricing for that programming, they could face paying higher
prices.60
Some cable and satellite providers were aware of the confusion that the auto renewal of introductory offers
created. For example, DirecTV identified the auto-renewal of NFL Sunday Ticket as a major contributor to
increased calls in 2013 from customers who did not cancel in time to receive a refund on the expensive package
of out-of-market National Football League games.61 Perhaps in response to this, in 2013, DirecTV employees
recommended that DirecTV provide customers with an online option to cancel NFL Sunday Ticket.62 DirecTV now
provides customers with more notice and additional time to cancel the service, and DirecTV assured the
Subcommittee that customers are able to cancel this service online and through the interactive voice recording
system.63 Similarly, promotional roll offs were among Charter’s top escalated complaints in 2015 and 2016.
Although Charter had taken steps to address lack of customer awareness regarding expiring promotional pricing,
it continued to identify instances where customers were not provided advance notice of promotional roll offs in
2016.64

Additional Charges and Fees
The prices advertised by many cable and satellite providers rarely include all charges, taxes, and fees,
which can lead to frustration and confusion when customers receive their bill. When customers are finished
ordering their cable or satellite service, depending on the number of televisions that they want connected to the
service, the fees can make up over 40% of their bill before taxes.65 Even adding one additional fee can grow a
customer’s bill substantially.66

Dish’s internal documents note that roll-to-drop offers can only be made by agents interacting with customers who are upset or at risk of
leaving Dish. DISH-PSI2015Nov-000415374.
59

60

Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish Customer Service officials (May 12, 2016).

61

DTV-PSI-0036687.

62

DTV-PSI-0037036.

63

Additionally, DirecTV now cancels the auto renewal for customers who do not watch NFL Sunday ticket during the season during
which they received it for free. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of DirecTV Customer Service officials (May
25, 2016); Email from William Clarkson, Counsel for DirecTV, to Subcommittee (June 20, 2016) (“DTV-PSI Minority Report Response
Submission”); DTV-PSl-0094617 621.
64

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00014755, at slide 6; CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00014779, at slide 2; CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00014785, at slide 2; CHTRMVPD-PSI-00014831, at slide 8.
65

For a Comcast customer signing up for the $49.99 Digital Starter promotional package with two televisions with DVR and optional
protection plan, fees would total over $36 ($3.95 for the protection plan, $9.95 for their DVR service, $9.95 for HD Service, $9.95 for an
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Fees could include recurring charges for items such as programming, equipment, and high definition (HD) video.
Others were one-time fees, such as an installation or a repair-of-service fee. Cable and satellite companies also
included taxes and government-mandated surcharges.67 Because these fees were so numerous and were often
not included in promotional and advertising material,68 they could lead to confusion among consumers who did
not understand the purpose of the fees they saw on their bill.
The Subcommittee reviewed how cable and satellite providers set the price of fees and found that they generally
used one of three approaches, depending on the type of fee:
Pass-through fees. These fees are designed to recover the costs that a company incurs for a certain
expense, such as annual regulatory fees the FCC charges. Cable and satellite providers passed those costs
onto the customer via the fee on a monthly basis.
Revenue-generating fees and services. Other types of fees are set according to the company’s overall
revenue goals, taking into account what the market will bear, and sometimes considering cost, while also
focusing on the customer’s willingness to pay for a certain service or piece of equipment.69
Programming fees. The third method for pricing fees is to break out programming costs previously
incorporated in the overall package price and itemize those costs. While these fees are intended to
recoup the rising cost of programming, cable and satellite providers did not price the fees for full cost
recovery.70 Instead these fees allowed cable and satellite providers to recuperate some programming
costs outside of the overall package price.

additional HD set top box, $1.00 for the RSN fee, and $1.50 in the Broadcast TV surcharge). See Xfinity Home Page
(http://www.xfinity.com/Corporate/Learn/DigitalCable/digitalcable.html) (accessed June 20, 2016); COMCAST-PSI-00011050 –056.
For example, if a customer subscribing to Comcast’s Digital Premier Service added one HD DVR to the package, over 20% of the
resulting $79.94 monthly recurring bill would be fees related to that equipment and service. Xfinity Home Page
(http://www.xfinity.com/Corporate/Learn/DigitalCable/digitalcable.html) (accessed June 3, 2016). Subcommittee staff created this
package online, resulting in a total monthly price comprised of the following—package price ($59.99 per month); HD DVR fee ($10.00
per month); HD technology fee ($9.95 per month)—for an estimated monthly total of $79.94. Screenshot of Digital Premier TV package
with upgraded HD DVR fee cart (June 20, 2016)..
66

67

Cable and satellite providers all charge customers a set of legally required state and local taxes as well as other fees, such as franchise
fees and regulatory fees. These fees and taxes make up a small portion of every customer’s bill and vary state by state. Email from Sarah
Leggin, Counsel for Dish, to Subcommittee (June 7, 2016) ("Taxes_MyDish_Dish Customer support"); COMCAST-PSI-00011050 – 051.
See, e.g. DISH-PSI2015NOV-000509814 (“Monthly fees apply: Hopper, $15; Joey, $7; Super Joey, $10. All prices, fees, charges,
packages, programming, version features, functionality and offers subject to change without notice.”);; DTV-PSI-0078142, at slide 9.
68

69

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Charter Customer Service officials (May 31, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations, Interview of Comcast Customer Service officials (June 3, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview
of DirecTV Customer Service officials (June 13, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish Customer Service
officials (June 9, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Time Warner Cable Customer Service officials (May 11,
2016).
70

TWC_00017723; COMCAST-PSI-00013776; CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00040002; DTV-PSI-0094018.
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Despite the differences in pricing, all fees and charges have the potential to cause confusion about what a
customer will pay each month.
Pass-Through Fees: Cable and satellite providers charged customers certain fees solely as a means of cost

recovery. To price these fees, cable and satellite companies estimated the marginal cost of the fee to the
company and then passed it on to customers by dividing it by the number of their subscribers. Regulatory fees are
a classic example of a pass-through fee. Cable and satellite providers charged regulatory fees to customers in
order to recover the cost of fees imposed on the providers by local, state, or federal regulatory authorities.71
Regulatory fees can include franchise fees assessed by local franchise authorities, utility fees assessed by the
state, and annual fees collected by the FCC. Providers could characterize state and local taxes as regulatory fees.
These fees appeared on a customer’s bill on a monthly basis. Four of the five cable and satellite providers
reviewed by the Subcommittee set the price of their regulatory fees in order to pass through the company’s
marginal cost to the customer, meaning that no part of the regulatory fees they charged generated profit for the
company.72 DirecTV only passes along taxes to the customer.73
Revenue-Generating Fees and Services: The price of most fees was determined according to annual revenue

goals set by each cable or satellite provider and what the market would bear.74 This price structure may take cost
into account, but cable and satellite providers focused on supply and demand, pricing, offerings of competitors,
and revenue goals.75 As these fees were not pegged to the actual cost of the equipment or service they
represented, cable and satellite providers had the flexibility to increase or decrease the fees as they chose.

71

DISH-PSI0006590; COMCAST-PSI-00011050 – 051.

DISH-PSI0006590; COMCAST-PSI-00011050 – 051. Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Charter Customer
Service officials (May 31, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Comcast Customer Service officials (June 3,
2016);Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish Customer Service officials (June 9, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations, Interview of Time Warner Cable Customer Service officials (May 11, 2016).
72

Email from William Clarkson, Counsel for DirecTV, to Subcommittee (June 20, 2016) (“DTV-PSI Minority Report Response
Submission”).
73

74

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Charter Customer Service officials (May 31, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations, Interview of Comcast Customer Service officials (June 3, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview
of DirecTV Customer Service officials (June 13, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish Customer Service
officials (June 9, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Time Warner Cable Customer Service officials (May 11,
2016).
75

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Charter Customer Service officials (May 31, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations, Interview of Comcast Customer Service officials (June 3, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview
of DirecTV Customer Service officials (June 13, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish Customer Service
officials (June 9, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Time Warner Cable Customer Service officials (May 11,
2016).
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Cable and satellite providers price a number of fees this way, including recurring fees for equipment and services,
as well as one-time fees for services like cable installation.
Equipment and Equipment Service Fees: Cable and satellite companies levied recurring monthly rental charges

for set-top boxes, digital converters, access to HD channels, DVRs, and adaptors, among other types of equipment
required for service.76 See Figure 577
To access HD channels and DVR functions, some cable and satellite providers charged service fees in addition to
both the HD and/or DVR compatible receiver. All cable and satellite providers reviewed by the subcommittee
charged DVR service fees.78 Additionally, Dish, Comcast, and DirecTV charged an HD fee, which averaged around
$10.79 For some providers the HD fee, which is disconnected from the cost of providing HD programming, was
often only charged to customers who did not ask to have the fee removed. Dish agents are trained to
immediately waive the HD fee for customers who complain about it.80

76

For example, other charges for Comcast can include fees for: HD Technology, Digital Additional Outlet Service, Digital Additional
Outlet Service with DVR Service, Digital Additional Outlet Service with AnyRoom DVR Service, Digital Adapter Additional Outlet
Service, and the Service Protection Plan. COMCAST-PSI-00011052; Dish: Fees (https://www.mydish.com/support/fees) (accessed June 2,
2016).
77

DTV-PSI-0093564; COMCAST-PSI-00011053; TWC_00017719; Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish
Customer Service officials (May 12, 2016); Email from Sarah Leggin, Counsel for Dish, to Subcommittee (June 7, 2016) (“Request 16 –
Fee List – FINAL”); CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00039998.
78

DTV-PSI-0093564; CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00039998; COMCAST-PSI-00011053; TWC_00017714; Email from Sarah Leggin, Counsel for
Dish, to Subcommittee (June 7, 2016) ("Dish Network “Request-16-Feeslist-Final”).
79

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish Customer Service officials (May 12, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations, Interview of Comcast Customer Service officials (June 3, 2016). DirecTV customer service agents were trained to give
credits to offset the HD fee before 2012. DTV-PSI-0057880, at slide 5. Cable and satellite companies with HD fees: Dish, Comcast,
DirecTV.
80

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish Customer Service officials (May 12, 2016); DISH-PSI2015Nov000458085.
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FIGURE 5: HD, DVR, AND ARS FEES IN 201581
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Note: These fees do not include rental fees for equipment

In 2012, DirecTV, noting that that it had sometimes provided “perpetual HD credits” to customers upset by the
HD fee, determined it could increase revenue by consolidating equipment service fees.84 For new customers,

81

DTV-PSI-0093564; COMCAST-PSI-00011053; TWC_00017719; Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish
Customer Service officials (May 12, 2016); Email from Sarah Leggin, Counsel for Dish, to Subcommittee (June 7, 2016) (“Request 16 –
Fee List – FINAL”); CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00039998.
82

Comcast customers with DVR service do not pay a separate charge for HD service as it is included in their $19.95 DVR service fee.
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Counsel for Comcast (June 22, 2016).
83

Dish stopped charging new customers HD fees in July of 2015, but continued to charge existing customers this fee. Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Counsel for Dish (June 22, 2016).
84

DTV-PSI-0057880, at slide 5; DTV-PSI-0056483, at slide 2.
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DirecTV consolidated the HD and DVR fees into a single charge for “Advanced Receiver Service” (ARS), introducing
it at $20.85 In 2013 the fee was increased to $25.86 Today new customers are charged $15 for the ARS fee while
existing customers whose accounts were created between February 9, 2012 and July 23, 2014 are charged $25
per month.87 Similarly, Comcast customers paid a combined fee for DVR service.88 Those who wished to purchase
DVR service had the HD fee folded in to their combined fee price of $19.95.89 While this fee was combined, it
could appear separately as HD and DVR service on a customer’s bill or jointly as the HDDVR service, depending on
the geographic area. While Comcast subscribers could not have DVR service without HD service, they could have
HD service on its own.90 By comparison, in 2015, for services similar to those covered under DirecTV’s ARS fee,
Time Warner Cable customers paid $12.99 for DVR service, Charter customers paid $11.99 in DVR service for one
box or 19.99 for up to four boxes, and Dish customers paid $10 or $15 for DVR service depending on the type of
DVR they had, with some Dish customers still also paying the additional $10 HD fee.91
Installation Fees: Most cable and satellite television companies charged fees related to the installation of

services for new customers.92 Like DVR and equipment fees, installation and activation fees were not always
pinned to a single cost or set of costs but were instead considered in the larger picture of overall revenue
production and customer willingness to pay.
These fees varied between cable and satellite providers but could also vary depending on a customer’s credit. For
example, DirecTV customers with lower credit ratings may have been required to pay a fee at the time of
installation, sometimes totaling $300, even when advertisements claimed a “Free DirecTV System.”93 This fee,
however, was not presented to them as a fee based on their credit but as an opportunity because they “qualified”
for an offer.94 Similarly, Dish customers who chose not to qualify with a credit card may have been charged a one-

85

DTV-PSI-0057880, at slide 5; DTV-PSI-0056350, at slide 2; Email from William Clarkson, Counsel for DirecTV, to Subcommittee
(June 20, 2016) (“DTV-PSI Minority Report Response Submission”).
86

DTV-PSI-0094679.

87

DirecTV, Is there a Fee for DVR and HD Services (https://support.directv.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/3267/) (accessed June 20, 2016).

88

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Counsel for Comcast (June 22, 2016).

89

Id.

90

Id.

91

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00039998; COMCAST-PSI-00011053; TWC_00017719; Email from Sarah Leggin, Counsel for Dish, to
Subcommittee (June 7, 2016) (“Request 16 – Fee List – FINAL”).
92

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00040000; Dish, Fees (https://www.mydish.com/support/fees) (accessed June 2, 2016); Comcast 2016 Washington,
D.C. Services and Pricing Bill Insert.
93

DTV-PSI-0050414; DTV-PSI-0050416; DTV-PSI-0050424.

94

DTV-PSI-0050422; DTV-PSI-0050424.
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time fee of $100.95 While some satellite providers like DirecTV sometimes allowed customers to receive monthly
credits to recuperate the cost of these fees, these payments were in $5 increments and could take up to five
years to reimburse.96 Other credit-based fees, like DirecTV’s $99 up-front credit-based fee, were nonrefundable.97
In addition to installation fees, Dish also charged new customers a separate “activation fee,” for “non-qualifying”
customers based on their credit rating designed to recover the cost of onboarding a new customer.98 In the case
of Charter, these activation and installation fees could be confusing to customers because their description was
sometimes included in the fine print of their agreement.99
Protection Plans: Almost all cable and satellite television providers had a “protection plan” or service plan, which

were fees assessed for an optional service that customers could purchase.100 Protection plans were similar to
insurance in that they covered certain repair charges that occurred in the event of service or equipment failure.
For example, if a Comcast customer without a Comcast Service Protection Plan needed an in-home service call,
the customer would have been charged $37.15 for a service call, or “truck roll,” to fix the issue.101 If the customer
had the protection plan, the customer would have been charged nothing for the service call, but would have been
paying the $5.95 monthly protection fee.102
Many customers may not need their protection plans. After a television provider set up service in a customer’s
household, the company typically made few additional service calls.103 In fact, for some television providers, only
a small percentage of customers ever needed service calls.104
Protection plans were so valuable to Dish that it instructed its agents not to remove them when trying to
accommodate customer requests’ to lower the monthly bill.105 DirecTV customer service agents were instructed

95

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000400878.

96

DTV-PSI-0031234.

97

DTV-PSI-0031238.

98

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000414418; Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Counsel for Dish (June 22, 2016).

99

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00000301.

Dish, DirecTV, Comcast, Time Warner Cable, and Charter all had some form of this optional service. Charter and Comcast’s plans
specifically covered problems associated with a subscriber’s home wiring.
100

101

Comcast 2016 Washington, D.C. Services and Pricing Bill Insert.

102

Id.

103

Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish Customer Service officials (May 12, 2016).

104

Id.
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that the protection plan must be offered with every sale.106 Dish, on the other hand, offered their protection plan
as a free or reduced-price promotion that would “roll-to-pay” if the customer failed to cancel before their
promotion ended.107
Programming Fees: Programming fees were charged by four of the five cable and satellite providers reviewed by

the Subcommittee. Historically, the costs of programming were included in the price of a customer’s package.
Over the past five years, however, cable and satellite providers began creating new line items on their bill for
broadcast and sports programming in order to charge customers for it in a way that did not affect the base price
of their programming packages.108 Programming fees did not recover the entire cost of the programming
provided but attempted to recover a portion of increased programming costs.109
Charter, Comcast, and Time Warner Cable charged a “Broadcast TV Surcharge” or similar broadcast
retransmission fee, and Comcast, Time Warner Cable, and DirecTV charged a “Regional Sports Network” (RSN)
fee.110 The broadcast retransmission fee and RSN fee may have appeared to be cost pass-throughs, but they were
not. They were a portion of programming costs that providers chose to characterize as fees. Broadcast
retransmission fees reflected the cost to the cable company of carrying local broadcasters such as ABC, CBS, and
NBC.111 RSN fees applied to customers with packages that included regional sports networks such as Fox Sports
Midwest and Sports Time Ohio.112
Cable and satellite providers began implementing these fees around 2012, starting them out at relatively low
rates such as $1.35 (Charter) per month for a broadcast retransmission fee or $3.00 (DirecTV) for a RSN fee.113

Email from Sarah Leggin, Counsel for Dish, to Subcommittee (June 7, 2016) (“Request 16 – Fee List – FINAL”); DISH-PSI000401563.
105

106

DTV-PSI-0024510.

107

DISH-PSI2015Nov- 000399641.

108

COMCAST-PSI-00013679; Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Charter Customer Service officials (May 31, 2016). One of
the reasons that DirecTV did not include their RSN fee in their package price is that it would have made it more difficult to vary the fee
geographically. Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of DirecTV Customer Service officials (June 13, 2016).
109

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00040002; DTV-PSI-0094018; Comcast-PSI-0013776; TWC_00017723.

110

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00040002; COMCAST-PSI-00011052; COMCAST-PSI-00011053; TWC_00010953; DTV-PSI-0093564.

111Charter,

My Account (http://www.charter.net/support/my-account/broadcast-tv-surcharge/) (accessed June 20, 2016).

112

DirecTV, Local Regional Sports Network Information
(http://www.directv.com/DTVAPP/global/functionalPageIF.jsp?assetId=cms_sports_lookup) (accessed June 20, 2016).
113

CHTR-MVPD-PSl-00040002; DTV-PSI-0093564.
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Today some of these fees have increased substantially, with broadcast retransmission fees costing as much as
$6.05 (Charter) and RSN fees as high as $5.64(DirecTV).114 See Figure 6.115
This chart reflects the total of any RSN fee and any Broadcast TV Fee (or “retransmission fee”) imposed by each
provider from 2011 to 2015. Not all providers charged both fees. Dish did not charge either a RSN fee or a
broadcast fee from 2011 to 2015. The Subcommittee requested that each company provide the amount charged
for each fee during the years in question. In cases where the company provided a range (e.g. Comcast’s Broadcast
fee in 2014 ranged from $0.40 - $1.50) the chart reflects the midpoint of that range ($0.95 for Comcast in 2014).
RSN and broadcast retransmission fees are particularly irksome to customers because they are often unavoidable.
When cable and satellite providers charge broadcast retransmission fees, these fees are charged to all customers
in all packages.116 RSN fees on the other hand, can vary from region to region because not every geographic
FIGURE 6: INCREASING RSN AND BROADCAST FEES

market has an RSN, and DirecTV allowed customers to avoid RSN fees by choosing non-sports packages.117
However, if customers with Comcast, DirecTV, or Time Warner Cable lived in a region where their provider carried

114

CHTR-MVPD-PSl-00040002; DTV-PSI-0093564.

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-0040002; DTV-PSI-0093564; COMCAST-PSI-00011052 – 053; Letter from Michael D. Bopp, Counsel for Time
Warner Cable, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill, attachment (June 7, 2016).
115

116

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Comcast Customer Service officials (June 3, 2016); TWC_00000673; Charter,
My Account – Broadcast TV Surcharge (http://www.charter.net/support/my-account/broadcast-tv-surcharge/) (accessed June 20, 2016);
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Charter Customer Service officials (May 31, 2016).
117

Some standard packages were not charged RSN fees, and some customers may have chosen to downgrade to packages that did not
include sports programming. DTV-PSI-0056052, at slide 2. DirecTV offers four different base packages that are not subject to RSN fees.
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a regional sports network, they likely paid an RSN fee because RSN fees apply to the majority of popular service
plans.118
Most cable and satellite providers justified these fees by pointing to the increasing costs they faced for carrying
broadcast and live sports programming.119 By creating new, separate line items, they claimed to “more accurately
communicate the escalating fees” that cable and satellite providers paid for sports and local programming in a
way that did not impact the price that they advertised for cable service.120 Multiple consumer advocacy groups
and local regulators raised concerns about cable and satellite providers’ practice of adding fees for programming
already included in the package, with one stating that if the fee was unavoidable, it should have been rolled into
the package price.121 See Figure 7.

117

Some standard packages were not charged RSN fees, and some customers may have chosen to downgrade to packages that did not
include sports programming. DTV-PSI-0056052, at slide 2. DirecTV offers four different base packages that are not subject to RSN fees.
Email from William Clarkson, Counsel for DirecTV, to Subcommittee (June 20, 2016) (“DTV-PSI Minority Report Response
Submission”); Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Comcast Customer Service officials (June 3, 2016).
118

DTV-PSI-0056052, at slide 2; TWC_00010793; COMCAST-PSI-00013679.

119

Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of DirecTV Customer Service officials (June 13, 2016); Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Time Warner Cable Customer Service officials (May 11, 2016).
120

It is worth noting that the prices cable and satellite providers paid for other types of programming increased as well, but television
providers did not create separate charges for those networks, as of yet. TWC_00010793; DTV-PSI-0083103, at slide 7; DISH-PSI0005746;
COMCAST-PSI-00013679 (“Comcast retransmission fees will have grown 68% from 2013 to 2014.”). ;. Customer service representatives
were instructed to use the Sports Programming Fee to call attention to the rising cost of sports programming. TWC_00000985.
121

Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Alice Lawson (April 5, 2016); Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations, Interview of Matt Wood (March 9, 2016); Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Jodie Miller
(April 7, 2016); Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Mitsuko Herrera (April 1, 2016); Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Coralie Wilson (April 14, 2016).
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FIGURE 7: INTRODUCTION OF RSN AND BROADCAST FEES122
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Despite arguing that these fees were for programming costs alone, some cable and satellite providers grouped
both of these fees on the bill alongside taxes, fees and regulatory charges, which may have incorrectly suggested
to the subscriber that the cable or satellite provider was required by the government to impose these charges.123
For example, Charter grouped its “Broadcast TV Surcharge” with “Fees and charges” which included regulatory
fees like the “FCC Admin Fee” and the franchise fee. Comcast did not place its broadcast TV fee and RSN fee in the

122

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-0040002; Letter from Brian A. Benczkowski, Counsel for Charter, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member
McCaskill (June 14, 2016); DTV-PSI-0093564; COMCAST-PSI-00011052 –053; Letter from Michael D. Bopp, Counsel for Time Warner
Cable, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill, attachment (June 7, 2016).
123

TWC_00010793; COMCAST-PSI-00013678, at slide 5; DTV-PSI-0056052, at slide 8; DTV-PSI-0002121.
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taxes and fees section but rather placed them in a section called “Other Charges & Credits” which included other
charges like “Regulatory Recovery Fees.” Time Warner Cable grouped its broadcast TV fee in a section called
“Taxes Fees & Surcharges,” and DirecTV grouped its RSN fee in a section called “Other Charges, Adjustments, and
Taxes.”124

Price Increases
Since 2010, the price of cable and satellite service increased at four times the rate of inflation.125 In
addition to seeing the price of service increasing,126 many customers saw their bills increase through the advent
of new fees such as the broadcast TV fee and Regional Sports Network fee.127 Aside from being frustrated by the
price of their service increasing, customers felt that they were not adequately informed when and why prices
increased.128

I think it’s expensive and it’s a hassle when there’s a problem. The price goes up and it is not a
good deal.
–

SUBSCRIBER129

Increasing the Cost of Service Packages: The most direct way that cable and satellite providers increased

prices was to increase the package rate. While package price increases eventually affected all customers, they
were generally not applied to customers who were on promotional pricing until after that promotion ended.130

124

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00000002; COMCAST-PSI-00011096; DTV-PSI-0002121; TWC_00000636.

125

Alicia Adamczyk, Cable Prices Are Rising at 4 Times the Rate of Inflation, TIME (Feb. 17, 2016) (online at
http://time.com/money/4227133/cable-price-four-times-inflation/); FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, Report on Cable Industry
Prices (May 16, 2014) (online at https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DA-14-672A1.pdf). The price of programming rose at rates
higher than the increase of retail cable rates over the same period. Letter from Reginald J. Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman
Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 19, 2016).
The price of “America’s Top 120” increased from $44.99 in 2011 to $59.99 in 2015. DISH-PSI2015Nov-000460788. Letter from
Eleanor J. Hill, Counsel for DirecTV, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 13, 2016); Letter from Reginald J.
Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 13, 2016); Letter from Michael D. Bopp,
Counsel for Time Warner Cable, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 16, 2016); Letter from Brian A.
Benczkowski, Counsel for Charter, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 14, 2016).
126

127

COMCAST-PSI-00011052 – COMCAST-PSI-00011053; CHTR-MVPD-PSI-0040002.

128

DTV-PSI-0073809.

COMCAST-PSI-00012215, at slide 42. This complaint, like others provided, is an example of one customer’s experience, and is not
intended to be representative of all customers.
129

130

Those in price lock guarantee were not affected by increase – except for the broadcast surcharge. CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00015182.
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When cable and satellite providers decided to increase prices across all of their customers, they sometimes
applied credits to the accounts of customers with promotional pricing to defray the cost of the increase.131

FIGURE 8: AVERAGE PACKAGE PRICE INCREASES132

131

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000460819.

Prices reflected the average monthly price of each provider’s three most popular television packages. This chart does not account for
the number of customers who purchased each package in a given year. The three most popular television packages offered by Dish, Time
Warner Cable, and Comcast, respectively, were the same each year from 2011 to 2015. DirecTV’s three most popular television packages
were not the same each year. For consistency, we used the three packages that were the most popular in 2015 (“Choice,” “Choice
Ultimate,” and “Select”) throughout (i.e. the 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014 prices of “Choice,” “Choice Ultimate,” and “Select”). “Charter
moved from a predominantly ‘a la carte’ legacy pricing model to ‘all-in’ or New Packaging and Pricing (NPP) in 2012. Under legacy
pricing, Charter offered three tiers of service, but offered customers premium or ‘add-on’ services to purchase on an a la carte basis.” In its
new packaging, many premium services were now included in the Silver or Gold tiers. Some Charter customers were still on packages that
132
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Within one satellite provider, increases in video package pricing could vary from package to package each year.
For example, Dish’s 2013 price increase resulted in a 20% increase in the price of some packages, while other
packages increased by 7.1%.133 Between 2011 and 2015, Dish increased all of its most popular packages between
21% and 33%, a $15 increase in the case of their “America’s Top 200” package.134 DirecTV increased prices
between 16% and 25% during this same period. 135 Cable providers Comcast and Time Warner Cable had an
average increase of almost 9% across each of their packages.136 See Figure 8.
Knowing that price increases raised the probability that customers would leave for another cable or satellite
provider,137 many cable and satellite providers tried to time price increases in a way that would not increase
customer dissatisfaction. While some cable and satellite providers favored multiple small increases over a period
of time, such as limiting “the maximum increase at any one time to about $5,” others increased prices less often,
with larger impacts.138 Overall, most cable and satellite providers weighed the timing and presentation of a price
increase carefully because it affected the amount that they could raise prices without upsetting customers.139
Some cable and satellite providers timed price increases with promotions or gifts to offset anger over price
increases. For example, both Dish and DirecTV timed price increases with “thank you” gift promotions, such as
free movies.140 In 2009, Dish provided instant credits to customers by instantly crediting them with $5 to relieve

were a part of the pre-2012 pricing strategy, but these packages were no longer offered to new customers. Pre-2012 packaging included
Basic ($24.99 in 2011), Expanded Basic ($56.99 in 2011), and Digital Home ($63.99 in 2011). In 2015, the new pricing included Select
($59.99 in 2015), Silver ($79.99 in 2015), and Gold ($99.99 in 2015). Letter from Michael D. Bopp, Counsel for Time Warner Cable, to
Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 16, 2016); Letter from Brian A. Benczkowski, Counsel for Charter, to Chairman
Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 14, 2016); Letter from Eleanor J. Hill, Counsel for DirecTV, to Chairman Portman and
Ranking Member McCaskill (June 13, 2016); Letter from Reginald J. Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking
Member McCaskill (June 13, 2016); DISH-PSI-000460788.
133

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000460788.

134

DISH-PSI-000460788.

135

Letter from Eleanor J. Hill, Counsel for DirecTV, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 13, 2016).

136

Letter from Reginald J. Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 13, 2016); Letter
from Michael D. Bopp, Counsel for Time Warner Cable, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 16, 2016). While
this increase is less prominent than for the other providers, it is worth noting that Time Warner Cable and Comcast have both RSN and
broadcast retransmission fees. COMCAST-PSI-00011052 – 053; TWC_00017723. Comcast has also lowered the price of its Limited
Basic package since 2011 and has provided more HD channels and faster internet speeds. Letter from Reginald Brown, Counsel for
Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 19, 2016).
137

See, e.g., DTV-PSI-0085376.

138

COMCAST-PSI-00012652; DISH-PSI2015Nov-000470333, at slide 21.

DTV-PSI-0075127; DISH-PSI-000470333 (“By phasing increases throughout different points in 2013, we limit the maximum increase
at any one point in time to about $5, the amount deemed manageable by the Retention team.”).
139

140

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000460791; DISH -PSI2015Nov-000460811. In the case of DirecTV, these promotional gifts were a test to gauge
consumer reaction, and the practice was not continued. DTV-PSI-0084681.
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the impact of an $8-$10 price increase.141 Some television providers also mitigated increases through credits or
multiple small increases throughout the year. For example, Dish increased the cost of one service by $15 over the
course of a year, but did so in three $5 increments.142 Finally, when price increases were high, the strategy that
some television providers employed was to remove other fees to make the increase more palatable.143 For
example, in 2013, Dish told customers that because they were making “moderate” changes to the “America’s Top
120+” subscription, the new price would be $59.99. This was followed by the clarification that “[i]n an effort to
reduce the impact of this increase,” Dish would be waiving a $5 TV fee to decrease the price increase to only
$5.144 In some cases these strategies were weighed against the potential revenue created by any price
increase.145 While these tactics created temporary relief for customers, they also led to increased frustration
when the promotional rate, credit, or “gift” disappeared.146
Lack of Transparency about Price Increases: Many customers did not believe that they received timely,

accurate, or correct information regarding increases in price. While the providers generally disclosed to new
customers that prices “may” change, this caveat was often overlooked by customers who were provided a
standard rate that they expected to pay when their promotion ends.147 In addition, in some cases, equipment and
other fees increased as part of company-wide price increases if they were not included in the customer’s
promotional package.148
Before a price increase took place, customers generally received notification on the back of their monthly bill or
enclosed in the same envelope.149 At least four states now require that cable and satellite providers provide 30

141

DISH -PSI2015Nov-000460819.

142

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000470333.

143

Customer service representatives were instructed to waive the Programming Change Fee for any customer who made a change as a
result of increase. DISH-PSI2015Nov-000402975.
144

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000460812.

145

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000460816; DISH-PSI2015Nov-000460817; DISH-PSI2015Nov-000460818.

“We just have to balance ‘awareness’ with churn, because those that were more aware, churned at a much higher rate, regardless of how
[they] found out.” DTV-PSI-0077378 – 380.
146

147

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000399640; TWC_00001292.

148

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Charter billing officials (May 31, 2016).

149

DISH-PSI2015NOV-000402920; DISH-PSI2015Nov-000402991– 992; DISH-PSI2015Nov-00461020; Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations, Interview of Charter Customer Service officials (May 31, 2016); TWC_00010798-799; CHTR-MVPD-PSI- 00015184;
DTV-PSI-0075184.
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days advance notice of a price increase,150 while other states without such regulations have some satellite
customers receiving less notice that their prices will increase.151
Additionally, although cable providers gave notice to all customers of upcoming price increases, these
communications were not necessarily effective in making subscribers aware that their bill would increase. A 2013
internal DirecTV study found that the provider’s notices were only effective at alerting 16% of subscribers that
prices would increase.152 In 2013, Comcast identified problems with the effectiveness of its efforts to inform
consumers of upcoming rate increases, including that rate adjustments were only provided on the paper or PDF
form of the bill, and were not posted on the front page of the bill or online account.153 In addition, training
documents from Time Warner Cable showed that consumers seemed to be surprised by price increases.154
In 2013, DirecTV conducted a “price increase awareness test” on a select number of subscribers. DirecTV varied
the amount and type of notification among this group, who at the time received notification of price increases via
an insert in their bill or a message in their e-bill. DirecTV provided “high aware” notification to some customers by
sending bill enclosures and multiple emails; other “low aware” customers received notification on the second
page of a bill. DirecTV measured the effect of the notification on whether customers left the company. DirecTV
found that subscribers who were aware of the price increase canceled their service at higher rates than those
who were not aware of the price increase.155 On the other hand, it found that customers who were made aware
of price increases through notification had higher satisfaction scores than customers who discovered the price
increase on the bill.156 However, subsequent DirecTV price awareness testing showed that some “high aware”
notifications resulted in a lower NPS score or did not result in a material difference, and that higher levels of
awareness did not always result in higher rates of cancellation of service.157 DirecTV chose not to adopt any of the
tested higher or lower aware price awareness techniques among its general subscriber base.158 In interviews,
DirecTV stated that it made this choice was because there was no significant difference in how effective the “high

150

States with 30 days advance notice: California, Illinois, Ohio, and Wisconsin. DISH-PSI2015Nov-000402973.

151

DISH-PSI2015NOV-000402991.
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DTV-PSI-0066616, at slide 12.

153

COMCAST-PSI-00012653. Similarly, a local regulator noted that the disclosure of fee increases on the PDF version of the bill meant
that customers must click through several pages to see the notice. Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Coralie Wilson,
North Suburban Communications Commission (Apr. 14, 2016).
154

“I wasn’t notified of price increase!” TWC_00007703.

DTV-PSI-66616, at slides 13 – 14. “We just have to balance ‘awareness’ with churn, because those that were more aware, churned at a
much higher rate, regardless of how [they] found out.” DTV-PSI-0077378 – 380.
155
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DTV-PSI-66616, at slide 20.

157

DTV-PSI-0070297.
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Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of DirecTV billing officials (May 25, 2016).
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aware” and “low aware” communications were in notifying the customer of the price increase and that the “high
aware” communications were substantially more expensive.159 After these price awareness tests, DirecTV focused
on altering the language of the notification to highlight the reasons for the price increase and made changes to
the bill itself to more prominently highlight price increases.160 See Figure 9.
FIGURE 9: DIRECTV PRICE AWARENESS TESTING161

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RETENTION PRACTICES
Few subscribers reported a positive experience when calling their cable or satellite company. Customers
with a recent interaction with Comcast, for example, were actually more likely to be dissatisfied than customers
who had not been in contact with the company.162 Satisfaction with customer service on the phone was lower
than other methods of interacting with Charter, such as at a local office or with a technician visit at the home.163
When DirecTV surveyed its own technicians about the most frustrating customer experiences (because its
technicians are the only employees who physically meet customers), nearly one-quarter of the responses were

159

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of DirecTV marketing officials (May 25, 2016).

160

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of DirecTV billing officials (May 25, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations, Interview of DirecTV billing officials (June 13, 2016).
“BAU” refers to business as usual, or the typical practice of notifying customers of a price increase. Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations, Interview of DirecTV billing officials (May 25, 2016); DTV-PSI-00066616, at slides 13–14.
161
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COMCAST-PSI-00012933.

163

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00014721.
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about problems with the “call center experience.”164

It took a month to get someone to set it up… It's over-priced. Half the time, our service goes out.
We get fees that we shouldn't have, but we just pay them so we don't have to deal with
customer service.
–

SUBSCRIBER165

Based on reviews of company complaint and customer satisfaction data, customers often contacted their cable
and satellite providers to address a number of issues, with some of the most common reasons centered around
billing, technical service or repair issues, and questions about their service and contract.166 Customers were
frequently dissatisfied with their providers’ failure to resolve the problem or issue about which the customer
called. Customers were frustrated by repeated transfers to different agents and the need to call back after their
provider claimed that their problem was resolved.
Even though customers may have called in with problems or questions, cable and satellite providers treated most
of these calls as an opportunity to increase profits and sell more services. Customers who called in with a
question about their service or bill encountered agents who were trained to take control of the call and “upsell”
the customer. Those customers who called in to cancel their service were transferred from a frontline customer
service agent to a specialized “retention” agent. As the name suggests, a key job (and pay incentive) for these
agents was not necessarily to disconnect customers, but to retain or “save” as many customers as possible.
Rather than immediately process disconnection requests, these agents would “probe” customers for why they
wanted to cancel and then attempted to persuade customers to continue their subscriptions.

Customer Service Agents Aren’t Helping the Customer
When cable or satellite subscribers had a problem with their service, an issue with their equipment, or a
question about their bill, they called the customer service phone number associated with their provider. While
some information could be accessed through an automated system, callers frequently spoke with a customer
service agent in order to resolve their problems.

164

DTV-PSI-0051926, at slides 2, 14, and 16.

165

COMCAST-PSI-00012234.

166

COMCAST-PSI-00012175; DISH-PSI0002559 – 573; DTV-PSI-0008463 – 468; CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00014741; TWC_00017617.
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Unfortunately, cable and satellite providers often did not resolve these problems as quickly as many customers
would have liked. In December 2015, for instance, 40% of a sample of customers who called Comcast with a
billing problem were unable to resolve it on the first call.167 In December 2014, DirecTV found that 36% of callers
contacting the billing department were unable to fully resolve their issue.168 Charter noted that approximately
20% of callers were not able to solve their problem on the first call.169 Time Warner Cable did not track the
resolution of individual calls, but stated that it evaluated its customer service agents on whether a customer they
spoke with called again within three days of the initial call.170 However, based on 2015 customer survey data
provided by the company, only 42% of customers agreed that Time Warner Cable “has the ability to resolve your
problem on the first call.”171

I was hung up on four different calls when asking the rep…to assist me with my billing
problems because I was being double billed…They would not help me, they would just
hang up on me…they were all laughing in the background. They would not give me a
supervisor, nor offer me any additional help. Just hung up on me when they were
allegedly trying to transfer me. I don’t know who to talk to because your people keep
hanging up on me.
–

SUBSCRIBER172

Ironically, many of the problems that at least one cable provider was asked to resolve may have been caused by
that provider in the first place. Comcast conducted an investigation into escalated complaints among customers
who felt that they were charged a different price than what they were promised. The investigation determined
that approximately 30% of the customers reported they were not quoted the full or correct package price, and in
approximately 8% of cases, the customer reported that Comcast applied the incorrect rate code to the
account.173 At Dish, agents had a tool to report instances of customer problems for particular categories, such as
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COMCAST-PSI-00012941.

168

DTV-PSI-0093809.

169

CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00014739.

170

Letter from Michael D. Bopp, Counsel for Time Warner Cable, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (May 27, 2016).
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Based on Q3 2015 data. TWC-00017509.

COMCAST-PSI-00012422. This quote and other quotes from Comcast customer complaints were presented to Comcast’s executives as
examples of customer complaints. Comcast additionally stated that these quotes were collected as part of an attempt to improve customer
service. Letter from Reginald J. Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 18, 2016).
172

173

COMCAST-PSI-00013400. This investigation occurred in 2013. Comcast conducted similar investigations over the previous year with
similar results. COMCAST-PSI-00013213; COMCAST-PSI-00013218; COMCAST-PSI-00013223; COMCAST-PSI-00013228;
COMCAST-PSI-00013232.Comcast described one such investigation: “The investigation determined 31% of the customers were not
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technical problems or high prices. The combined instances of customers complaining they were given wrong
information would make it the second largest category on the list.174
The reasons that cable and satellite companies have such a bad reputation for customer service are familiar to
many consumers. As discussed below, some customers who called seeking a quick fix found themselves
transferred from one agent to another, explaining their problem repeatedly. Sometimes, customers not only had
to speak to more than one agent, but had to call more than one (or two or three) times to resolve their issues. 175
Calls Are Often Transferred to the Wrong Agent: One of the most frustrating experiences for customers was

being unable to contact a company agent who could resolve their issue. Customers would call in to an agent, who
in turn transferred the call and the issue to another agent, who may have transferred the call to another agent,
and so on.176 Sometimes there were legitimate reasons for transfers, but in many cases it became clear to the
customer that the number of transfers were unnecessary, and often mistaken. Cable and satellite provider
documents make clear that this was not anecdotal. Dish stated that between 10–15% of its calls need to be
transferred from one agent to another, and that 5% of its transferred calls were mishandled or invalid. 177

quoted the full or correct package price. This is mainly due to the failure to explain equipment charges, taxes, activation fees, installation
charges and other one-time charges. 29% did not understand package pricing and the bill was correct. Customer did not understand
(Prorates, Bundled Rate, etc). Another 8% were due to the incorrect rate code being added to the customer’s account.” COMCAST-PSI00013400. Comcast also stated that this information was from a limited time period between 2012 and 2013. These were the most recent
such investigations that Comcast provided the Subcommittee.
Email from Sarah Leggin, Counsel for Dish, to Subcommittee (May 25, 2016) (“Feedback Tool – Report – Business.xlsx); Email from
Sarah Leggin, Counsel for Dish, to Subcommittee (May 11, 2016) (“De-Escalation Portal.xlsm”). Dish did not make a determination
whether the customer complaint was correct.
174

175

DISH-PSI2015Nov-000450167; TWC-00017468; COMCAST-PSI-00013665.

176

COMCAST-PSI-00012192; COMCAST-PSI-00012194.

177

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview with Dish customer service official (June 22, 2016). One Dish training document
suggested that one in five transferred calls were invalid or mishandled when transferred, but Dish provided internal metrics that showed
lower rates. DISH-PSI2015NOV-000450167; Email from Sarah Leggin, Counsel for Dish, to Subcommittee (June 22, 2016)
(“Report_Time Series_06202016”).
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I’ve been on hold for over an hour. I’m still trying to get my issue resolved. My husband is
now on the phone, he’s been waiting for over thirty minutes. So in all we’ve spent more
than two hours just waiting for somebody to help us.
–

SUBSCRIBER178

At Charter, new agents were trained to “take ownership of the situation” with customers “who have been
transferred and passed around from automated phone systems and various departments” and who are “angry
and frustrated because they feel employees are passing the buck.”179 Despite knowing it was a problem, Charter,
like other companies, did not track whether customers were incorrectly transferred.180 Even when transfers were
valid, they could be done in an ineffective manner. For example, DirecTV in September 2014 noted that among its
customer-reported survey results, 30% of calls were transferred, and 70% of callers had to re-explain their issue
after being transferred.181
Customers Call Repeatedly to Resolve Problems and Have Difficulty Resolving Problems: Even when a

customer eventually reached an agent who claimed that he or she could help, this may not mean that the
customer’s issue was resolved. See Figure 10. For instance, at Time Warner Cable, over one-third of its subscribers
in a self-reported survey called customer service three or more times over a six-month period.182 One in six called
at least five times.183 In addition, 41% of the subscriber complaints made to the FCC about Comcast were made
after subscribers had made repeated attempts to resolve the problem with the company.184 Dish had to caution
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COMCAST-PSI-00012430.
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CHTR-MVPD-PSI-00004272.
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Letter from Brian A. Benczkowski, Counsel for Charter, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (May 17, 2016); Letter
from Michael D. Bopp, Counsel for Time Warner Cable, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (May 27, 2016); Letter
from Reginald J. Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (May 17, 2016).Time Warner Cable
noted that they do not evaluate whether or how a call was transferred but submitted records demonstrating that 94% of customer calls are
managed by one agent without a transfer. Letter from Michael D. Bopp, Counsel for Time Warner Cable, Chairman Portman and Ranking
Member McCaskill (May 27, 2016); Email from Michael D. Bopp, Counsel for Time Warner Cable, to Subcommittee (June 19, 2016).
181

DTV-PSI-0093774.

TWC-00017468. This study was done before Time Warner Cable’s “winning on service” campaign, and, according to Time Warner
Cable, does not reflect current contact rates with customer service representatives. Email from Michael D. Bopp, Counsel for Time Warner
Cable, to Subcommittee (June 22, 2016).
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TWC-00017468.

COMCAST-PSI-00013665. Comcast stated that only “a very small percentage of Comcast’s customers file complaints with the FCC,
and it certainly stands to reason that a large number of these are customers who were unable to resolve their concerns with Comcast after
multiple attempts.” Letter from Reginald J. Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (June 19,
2016).
184
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its agents on a number of transactions with subscribers “where we agree to do something, but then the
transaction is not completed.”185
FIGURE 10: “SAMPLE HIGH EFFORT RESOLUTION PATH”186

At Dish, agents were instructed in training materials to tell customers that they will take a particular action in
order to reassure the customer but were not instructed to later actually take that action. Among Dish’s list of
instructions to de-escalate disputes over the quoted price of service was for agents to provide reassurance and
“advise the customer that you are going to report the issue to management.”187 However, there was no
independent instruction for the agent to actually report the issue, even though other types of calls have specific,
independent instructions to report information and to whom to report it.188
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COMCAST-PSI-00012176, at slide 17. Interview of Comcast billing official (May 10, 2016). Comcast stated that this slide was a
hypothetical and not an actual event. The illustration is titled “sample” and is part of a chapter of a presentation titled “Investigation around
Customer Effort.” COMCAST-PSI-00012176, at slide 8.
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DISH-PSI2015Nov-000413990 – 992, 995. Dish explained these instructions were not necessary because agents were trained generally
to report issues to management by highlighting customer concerns using Dish’s “Plus One” feedback tool system. Interview of Counsel for
Dish (June 20, 2016). However, Dish’s “Plus One” system and associated feedback tool provided to the Subcommittee did not contain a
specific category for complaints regarding the quoted price of service. Email from Sarah Leggin, Counsel for Dish, to Subcommittee (May
11, 2016) (“Plus Ones Tool – 2016 Report.xlsm”); Email from Sarah Leggin, Counsel for Dish, to Subcommittee (May 25, 2016)
(“Feedback Tool – Report – Business.xlsx). Dish’s “Plus One” system and associated feedback tool allow agents to manually add new
categories for complaints, including complaints regarding the quoted price of service. Email from Jeff Blum, Counsel for Dish, to
Subcommittee (June 22, 2016).
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[Y]ou have to really watch them on billing or you will have charges on your bill that

don't apply and once they are there it is close to impossible to get them off… [Our] bill
reflected a charge for a phone that we never had. I called in EVERY month and still the
charge was racking up close to 120 dollars. Finally I spoke with a SUPERVISOR who
credited me 20 dollars [but] there was more red tape and more hoops to jump through.
–

SUBSCRIBER189

In December 2015, a Charter subscriber whose blindness prevented him from updating his automatic payment
information online called to ask for a customer agent’s assistance. The agent’s response—correct, according to
Charter—was to refer the subscriber back to the website, which the customer could not see.190 Charter later
explained that it did not allow agents access to customer bank account information, and that the customer’s
account information was updated to his satisfaction within one day of it being received by its escalated
complaints department.191 It is unclear why the customer’s problem was not resolved or provided to the
escalated complaints department until the subscriber’s Congresswoman intervened.192
Cable and satellite providers were also reluctant to provide reimbursement or credits to customers who
experienced poor service. As Dish trained its agents, “[a]djustments should be your last option for resolving
customers’ issues.”193 Charter trained its billing agents that credits and adjustments should only be issued upon a
customer’s request.194 Many customers who contacted Comcast about billing problems (which often required
crediting an account to fix the issue) encountered significant difficulty getting their issue resolved.195

Providers Treat Calls as an Opportunity to Make Sales
When customers called their cable or satellite provider with a problem or question, the providers treated
most of these calls as an opportunity to increase profits and sell more services. In industry terms, this is known as
“upselling” customers. Customer service representatives were trained to attempt to sell more services to

189

Consumer complaint (May 26, 2016) (online at https://www.consumeraffairs.com/cable_tv /) (accessed June 20, 2016). This complaint,
like others provided, is an example of one customer’s experience, and is not intended to be representative of all customers.
190
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Email from Brian A. Benczkowski, Counsel for Charter, to Subcommittee (June 20, 2016).
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COMCAST-PSI-00012191. Among customers who contacted Comcast about a billing problem during the first quarter of 2015, 43% did
not have their issue resolved; by comparison, problems related to service or equipment were resolved over 70% of the time. Id.
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customers, regardless of what issue the customer was calling about.

The customer service rep was more interested in selling my mother a service than
troubleshooting the issue at hand. It turned out to be a loose wire in the back of the
cable box. Something that should [be in] your troubleshooting protocol at the very
least.
–

SUBSCRIBER196

Customer Service Agents Are Trained To Manage Calls and Make Sales: Cable and satellite companies

trained their agents to control the conversation with subscribers. Customers were “probed” with questions to
determine what additional services they might buy, “opened” with offers of more expensive services, and
“closed” in order to complete the sale. Customers who became angry or upset regarding their service were
viewed as an occupational hazard for call center representatives.
Controlling the Call to Make the Sale. While customers may believe that, having called a provider, they are

driving the conversation, cable and satellite companies seek to ensure that their agents are in control. As
one Dish training block described, “[Y]ou should be able to establish control on a call, maintain control of
a call, [and] regain control of a call after it has been lost.197 Time Warner Cable told its agents to “set the
agenda” when the customer called, “assert the agenda” throughout the call, and “reset the agenda” to
sell its customers additional services (as will be discussed below).198 Comcast told its agents to avoid
using “trap words” that might reinforce something negative the customer stated, even though many of
these words seemed to have plain and suitable meanings (examples include “rate increases” and
“disconnect”).199
Even in situations where upselling seemed unlikely, Charter and Time Warner Cable instructed agents to
attempt it. Charter’s first step in its retention offer strategy was to “attempt to maintain or increase
revenue.”200 When Time Warner Cable customers were calling to ask about price hikes, the company
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labeled it as an “opportunity” to upsell them,201 advising “[t]he price adjustment brings with it an
opportunity to upsell customers.”202
Do we want the customers telling us what they need? NO!!! We need to always remain in
control at all times.

–

203

Employees were trained to “probe” their customers with questions to identify additional services that
they could be persuaded to buy.204 Agents at Dish were discouraged from asking “purpose-less”
questions like “How’s your day going?” and instead were instructed to ask questions whose answers
might suggest additional services to sell, such as whether they have children (and might therefore want
children’s programming).205 Time Warner Cable said, “Don’t ask a question unless it will help you select
and recommend the right package, unless it helps you save or sell.”206 Agents were even encouraged to
listen to the surrounding sound at the customers home for a sales advantage; if they heard children they
could suggest family programming and if they heard cheering they could suggest sports packages.207
Regardless of the reason that customers may have called, Comcast told its employees to “uncover
‘hidden’ needs” of their subscribers for additional services.208 Charter encouraged agents to ask “high
value discovery questions” aimed at “aligning the customer’s needs” with their more expensive
packages.209
Time Warner Cable tested a tactic called “open extreme,” an attempt to extract the most revenue from
the customer by selling the most expensive service.210 In a company training slide, agents were given an
example of a customer calling in who was currently paying $100 per month. Agents were taught to begin
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by pitching at an “extreme opening rate” that would increase the customer’s bill by 50%.211 Time Warner
Cable told its agents: “Don’t make assumptions about what a customer can afford.”212 Time Warner Cable
reported that after an initial trial, it ceased using this tactic.213
Dish and Timer Warner Cable used a technique, called the “assumptive close” or “presumptive close,”214
which had the potential to pressure customers to accept unwanted products or services. An assumptive
or presumptive close sought the customer’s consent to the sale or “solution” in a manner that assumed
the customer has already assented. For example, rather than asking, “Would you like HBO?” agents
would ask, “Would you prefer I add HBO or Showtime to your account?” or “I can get a tech out to you
Thursday or Friday. Which day would you like?”215 As Dish advised its agents, closes should be assumptive
in part because this tactic “reduces the customer’s opportunity to object.”216 One example of a Dish close
was not even a question, but simply the statement: “So you can start enjoying these movies immediately,
I will add HBO to your account.”217
The industry described these sales pitches as “solutions” offered to their subscribers. Dish justified
upselling because, by increasing revenue, it would “avoid the potential of more frequent and higher price
increases for our customers.”218 However, many customers did not seem to want them. Comcast found
that 18% of its dissatisfied customers were upset that the company had tried to upsell them when they
called.219 Upselling annoyed enough customers that Dish instructed its agents to note when subscribers
asked never to be upsold.220 However, but for the case of certain exceptions, such as customers calling in
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TWC_00001208. Charter agents were also taught to “start with presenting a package option that provides more services for the
customer CHTR-MVPD-PSI-0000687. For instance, Charter instructed its agents to “always lead with the DVR service pricing for up to
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Reginald J. Brown, Counsel for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (July 17, 2015).
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with service problems, most Dish agents were required to upsell on every call—even when customers
rejected an initial upsell on a previous call.221
Customer service representatives were evaluated and compensated, in part, based on their ability to
make sales. At Dish, upselling was usually part of an agent’s performance evaluation.222 In addition to
monetary incentives, the company offered promotions to its agents. If agents met sales goals, they could
receive entries into sweepstakes, restaurant gift cards or an office party.223 And if agents were top
performers, they could be recognized in company newsletters.224 Comcast’s billing agent evaluation
instructions indicated that an employee was performing “below expectations” if he or she did not solicit
customers to purchase additional services, and scorecards for billing representatives included metrics like
“Upgrade Transitional Sales Close Rate.”225 DirecTV agents, even those who handled billing or technical
support calls, had sales or “upgrade” goals.226 Time Warner Cable customer care representatives could
receive sales commissions in addition to their base pay.227
Handling Customers’ Anger. Customer service representatives underwent extensive training on how to

deal with angry, irate, or (to use an industry euphemism) “escalated” customers.228 Charter warned its
agents: “Do not pause when you address that the customer is not going to get what they desire. It is
crucial to instantly move to a can do statement.”229 In a training designed to help agents not take
customers’ anger personally, Comcast told its agents: “Don Miguel Ruiz, a surgeon, author, and
mythologist, said: ‘[…] Nothing others do is because of you. What others say and do is a projection of
their own reality.’”230 DirecTV assured its agents: “Keep in mind that customers may tend to
exaggerate.”231
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Like a matador, you must mentally ‘step aside’ and let the bull run past you…until it gets tired
and calms down.
–

INSTRUCTIONS TO AGENTS ON
“DE-ESCALATING” UPSET CUSTOMERS232

Providers devoted a considerable amount of effort into training their customer service representatives to
interact with customers who were surprised and upset by the high price of their service. For instance,
DirecTV instructed its agents that “the key is to ask clarifying questions that move the conversation
forward and toward a resolution, as opposed to questions that have customers repeat what made them
upset” and to change the subject and “avoid reminding the customer of the reason he or she called.”233
See Figure 11.
FIGURE 11: DIRECTV: DE-ESCALATING UPSET CUSTOMERS234
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DTV-PSI-0089525. As part of this instruction, DirecTV stated that “the key is to ask clarifying questions that move the conversation
forward and toward a resolution, as opposed to questions that have customers repeat what made them upset.” Id.
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All of the cable and satellite providers provided training on how to handle customers who were upset due
to a promotional price ending, or an increase in standard pricing. Following a price increase, or
notification thereof, callers were routed to specially trained customer service agents who received
training on how to handle callers upset about price increases and the cost of cable. For instance, Time
Warner Cable and Dish conducted role-play scenarios with agents acting as customers angry about a price
increase.235 These agents had access to specialized systems that helped handle calls, provide additional
information, and even assist in communicating with price increase callers.236 For example, Charter’s
system created flags for each account highlighting how rate change affected each customer’s account,237
and Dish Network created a separate system for handling calls called the “de-escalation portal.”238
Retention Agents are Trained to Keep Customers From Canceling Service: Customers’ frustrations

continued when they attempted to cancel or downgrade service, as they had to clear certain hurdles in order to
do so. While the number of providers in certain areas of the country remains limited, consumers may have had
the option of changing providers or canceling their cable or satellite service and using video services delivered
over the internet, such as Netflix or PlayStationVue. Companies were aware of this possibility, and took certain
steps that made it more difficult for a customer to downgrade or disconnect their service.
FIGURE 12: TIME WARNER CABLE RETENTION TRAINING239
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First, the cable and satellite providers included in our review did not provide an option for customers to
disconnect their service online; instead, customers had to either visit a retail store in person or call the provider
to cancel their services.240 Then, when customers called to disconnect their service, they had to speak to a
“retention” or “loyalty” agent, whose job was to try to prevent the customer from disconnecting their account.
With few exceptions, such as the death of a subscriber or a subscriber moving out of the provider’s service area,
cable and satellite companies required that their retention agents attempt to “save” every customer who wanted
to cancel their service.241 The exception was Comcast, which, in February 2016, after meeting with the
Subcommittee, stressed to its retention agents that its policy allowed agents to stop trying to “save” the
customer if the customer refused or became upset by a retention agent’s request to ask the customer questions
about his or her decision to disconnect.242 See Figure 12.
All of the companies in this review trained their retention agents to follow a relatively similar process, which
included:
Asking “probing” questions to determine how customers use their service and why they want to cancel
their service.243
Proposing “solutions” to address the customers’ stated reasons for canceling their service.244
Overcoming objections from customers who did not want to answer questions, or who did not accept the
proposed solution.245
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Comcast allowed customers to submit a request to cancel services online, after which they would receive a call from an agent to process
the disconnection of service. Comcast characterized this follow-up call as basic and intended to prevent fraudulent activity and the
unauthorized cancellation of services that may have served life-saving or other critical purposes. Letter from Reginald J. Brown, Counsel
for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (May 17, 2016).
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Cable and satellite providers evaluated and compensated their retention agents based on their ability to prevent
customers from canceling or lowering their level of service. The retention process could lead to a frustrating
experience for customers who simply wanted to cancel their service and were not interested in having
conversations about the reasoning behind their decision or listening to new sales offers to prevent them from
leaving. Similarly, some customers attempting to downgrade, or lower their level of service, had to go through a
similar process and negotiate with the retention agents in order to receive lower-priced services. Moreover,
customers who were willing to negotiate with the agent in order to receive a lower price or different package
were at a disadvantage because retention agents had much more access to in-depth comparisons of their
packages with their competitors’ offerings, as well as detailed information on the customers’ account history and
pricing.
Customers Required to Speak with Providers’ Agents to Cancel Service. Although customers were

able to easily sign-up for and upgrade their service online, the cable and satellite providers included in our
review did not provide an option for customers to disconnect their service online. Customers were
required to either visit a retail store in person or call the provider to cancel their services.246 See Figure
13.
After watching my bill climb and climb I decided to finally cut the cord and
cancel my Charter service…It just wasn't worth it. I was forced to talk to a
retention specialist before I could cancel. He offered me a really great deal for 1
year and promised technical solutions to some of my problems. I accepted.The
year-long offer lasted exactly one month. The very next month my bill not only
went back up but it was higher than it had ever been. I called back and told
them I was done for good. The new retention rep offered me the same deal, but
of course I wasn't going to fall for that again. So glad to be done with this awful
company!
– FORMER

SUBSCRIBER247

Although customers were able to easily sign-up for and upgrade their service online, the cable and
satellite providers included in our review did not provide an option for customers to disconnect their
service online. Customers were required to either visit a retail store in person or call the provider to
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Comcast allowed customers to submit an email request to cancel services online, after which they received a call from an agent to
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unauthorized cancellation of services that may have served life-saving or other critical purposes. Letter from Reginald J. Brown, Counsel
for Comcast, to Chairman Portman and Ranking Member McCaskill (May 17, 2016).
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cancel their services.248 See Figure 13.

TV PROVIDERS
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FIGURE 13: SELF-SERVICE OPTIONS250
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for DirecTV, to Subcommittee (June 20, 2016) (“DTV-PSI Minority Report Response Submission”).
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If a cable or satellite customer indicates that they were interested in disconnecting their service, the call
was routed to a retention agent. For example, a customer may have selected the option to cancel their
service through the automated phone system and be routed directly to retention, or a customer service
agent may have determined that the customer should be transferred to retention (for example, if the
customer needed to lower the price or disconnect service).251
Cable and satellite providers trained their retention agents to try and prevent the customers from
cancelling their service and to minimize revenue loss if the customers decided to stay. To accomplish this
goal, retention agents underwent special training in which they learned: (1) to engage in a conversation
with the customer that allows the agent to determine why the customer wants to cancel; (2) to
emphasize the “value” of the service; (3) to present offers in an attempt to keep the customer from
canceling; and (4) to overcome objections from customers that are not interested in discussing their
reasons for canceling as well as customers that do not accept the offers proposed by the agent.
The cable and satellite providers stated that there were benefits for customers associated with the
retention process, such as enabling the provider to help customers by educating them about their
services or addressing problems with the service;252 ensuring customers received important disclosures
about early termination fees;253 and giving the provider insight into the customers’ needs.254
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2016); DishHome Page (http://www.dish.com) Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Interview of Dish Customer Service officials
(May 12, 2016); Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Call with Counsel for Dish (June 10, 2016).
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Providers “Probe” Customers about Reasons for Canceling Service: Retention agents worked to gather

information from customers about their use of the service and why they wanted to cancel. This helped
inform the retention agents’ later efforts to present an offer that would prevent the customer from
disconnecting the service. For example, agents asked about the customers’ favorite television shows,255
what parts of the service they enjoyed,256 why they want to leave,257 and specifics about competitors’
offers.258 DirecTV was unique in that it had its retention agents practice asking up to five questions to get
at the true root cause of a customer’s desire to disconnect.259
The cable and satellite providers acknowledge that some customers may not want to discuss their
reasoning, and simply want to disconnect the service—and they trained their agents on how to collect
this information without the customers’ being aware that they were doing so. For example, Dish training
documents note that, “[u]sing an effective transition statement to lead into probing will prevent
disconnecting customers from realizing you are working to save them,”260 and “you will generally be able
to get the customer to tell you about their service or vent by making it seem that this is a normal
process.”261 As discussed in prior sections, some providers also trained their agents to pick up on
potential selling points through casual conversations and background clues (for example, the sound of
children playing, which could lead the agent to focus on family-friendly programming).262
While Time Warner Cable, Comcast, and Charter said that agents should ask the customers if they would
be willing to answer questions,263 some cable and satellite providers also trained their retention agents to
continue the probing process after customers indicated they did not want to answer questions and simply
wanted to disconnect their service. Time Warner Cable, DirecTV, and Dish had their agents practice
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overcoming objections from customers, such as, “Please disconnect me today. I don’t want to go into
detail,”264 “I don’t want to answer any questions just disconnect my services,”265 and “Just cancel the
service.”266 A DirecTV official stated that an agent would be expected to continue asking questions after a
customer indicated that he or she did not want to answer questions, and confirmed that conflict
avoidance is not a valid reason for failing to make a save attempt.267 Similarly, when training its retention
agents to ask customers why the want to cancel service, Charter noted that agents should continue
asking questions after a customer has indicated that their reason for disconnecting is “none of [the
agent’s] business.” Charter’s training document continued by asking the representative: “Do you think
that a customer may actually tell you that it’s none of your business?” and then noting that, “[t]his
happens quite frequently.”268
Cable companies provided written and verbal statements to the Subcommittee stating that their agents
should comply with customers’ requests when the customer indicated that they did not want to discuss
their reasons for disconnecting. Specifically, Time Warner Cable officials told the Subcommittee that if a
customer wants to disconnect and does not want to discuss why, the company will honor that request.269
In written correspondence to the Subcommittee, Charter noted that if a customer did not want to discuss
their reasons for disconnecting, the agent would honor that request.270
In a September 2015 interview with the Subcommittee, Comcast stated that even in situations in which a
customer did not want to discuss his or her reasons for canceling, agents would be expected to attempt
to save the customer if the problem was related to a solvable problem, such as a billing or repair issue.271
Attorneys representing Comcast later said that Comcast officials did not state that “save attempts would
be expected even when a customer did not wish to discuss their reasons for cancelling, and if they had
done so, they would have been incorrect.”272 However, the Subcommittee found retention training
documents advising that, “You may not always be successful the first time you ask why a customer is
leaving. It’s okay to respond to customer questions or issues and then try to ask a question again.”273
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Regardless, following interviews with the Subcommittee, Comcast informed the Subcommittee in
February 2016 that Comcast updated its training and call evaluation guidance to note that agents would
not be penalized in their call evaluations for complying when the customer indicated he or she did not
want to discuss their reasons for disconnecting.274 In its internal document explaining this change to
retention agents, Comcast noted that some customers may not want to answer questions about why they
want to disconnect services, and may see such inquiries “as a hassle or a barrier to disconnecting their
service.”275 Comcast instructed its agents to “exercise [their] best judgement” on how to handle these
customers.276
Providers Attempt to “Overcome Objections” From Customers Trying to Cancel Services. After collecting

information from the consumer as to why they were disconnecting their service, retention agents were
supposed to attempt to “save” the customer, which could include addressing a service problem, offering
a different package, or providing a discounted price.
All of the cable and satellite providers trained their agents to attempt to persuade their customers not to
cancel their service.277 As written in a Time Warner Cable training document, “One of the most
challenging things about being a retention agent is that to be successful, you have to do the opposite of
what the customer is calling in for. If the customer is calling into cancel, your goal is to not cancel the
services! And if the customer wants to lower the bill, you’re going to try to avoid that, and perhaps even
raise the bill!”278 Time Warner Cable also tells its agents that “[m]any customers will say no, but it is up to
you to change their mind.”279 DirecTV training documents note that “objections are simply needs that
have not been met,” and “[c]ustomer objections are really just opportunities to further educate them.”280
Dish states that “objections are not the end of the conversation.”281 See Figure 14.
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FIGURE 14: DISH RETENTION TRAINING ON OVERCOMING OBJECTIONS282

Retention agents were expected to make repeated offers to save the customer. For example, some of the
providers used retention call flowcharts that did not even include a step for complying with the
customers’ request to disconnect the service.283 Several providers trained their agents that if the
customer objected to a retention agent’s first offer, the agent should start the process over again. For
example, a Dish training document describes a scenario in which a customer has objected to the solution
being offered by the agent. The training instructs the agent to again attempt to overcome the objection
and move the call forward by assuming the customer agrees, and if the customer objects a second time,
the agent should “start the process over.”284 Dish also notes that using a phrase that assumes the
customer agrees “lessens the opportunity for customers to object” to the offer.285 Similarly, Charter
training documents noted that retention agents were supposed to make at least two save attempts and
explain that if a customer was not in agreement, they should start the process over (Charter clarifies that,
“[w]e will not need to start from square one, but we will need to overcome some hesitations before
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moving to an agreement.”)286 In its training documents, Comcast instructed retention agents who were
speaking with a customer that was undecided about whether to stay with Comcast to “make every
possible effort to keep the customer on the line until a decision is made.”287
Cable and satellite providers specifically trained their retention agents to undermine customers’ reasons
for disconnecting their service.288 If a customer expressed interest in switching to a competing provider’s
service, DirecTV agents were trained to “create fear, uncertainty and doubt about switching.”289 Similarly,
Comcast trained agents to ask questions that “plant a seed of doubt in the customer’s mind.”290 If
customers indicated the price is the reason they were disconnecting their service, retention agents are
encouraged to uncover the “real” or underlying reason for why the customer wanted to cancel their
service. Some providers placed an emphasis on shifting the conversation away from price,291 with some
instructing agents to avoid “trap” words, such as “basic,” “deal,” “discount,” “cheaper,” “lower,” “rate
increase,” or a specific price.292 Instead, retention agents encouraged customers to think of “value,” or
the presented benefits of the provider’s service.293 In some cases, this focus on the value of the service
could lead to retention agents proposing that the customer add services, rather than drop them, so that
customers may feel that a higher price is justified because of the additional services they were
receiving.294
Retention agents were equipped with extensive information regarding the other providers and the
customers themselves to assist the agents in overcoming customers’ objections. Every provider
maintained systems that allowed retention agents to compare the various promotional offers, packages,
and prices of competitors, so that they can highlight their provider’s benefits, identify hidden fees in
competitors’ offers, and conduct in-depth price comparisons based on how long the customer kept the
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service.295 Both Dish and DirecTV assigned customers various rankings based on their value to the
company, and this could affect the amount of credits a retention agent could offer the customer, and in
Dish’s case, the routing of the customer’s call.296 In its training documents, Time Warner Cable provides
two examples of customers, one with a $250 package and one with a $15 package to point out that, while
they “would hate to see either customer go…it’s easy to see that…Customer A will impact the bottom line
more than Customer B.”297
Retention agents were able to offer various credits, discounts, or special packages to the customer, many
of which were not available to regular customer service agents.298 In some cases, this led to situations in
which customers had to aggressively negotiate to get the best deal the provider would offer. In the case
of Time Warner Cable, agents could offer up to four different prices for a package, depending on how
much a customer continued to push on price.299 In interviews with Time Warner Cable retention agents,
they indicated that if asked by a customer whether an offer was the best price available, the agents would
respond that it was the best price available at that time, despite the fact that if the customer pushed
again, a lower price would be offered.300 Time Warner Cable officials said that the offer sheet helped
agents maneuver through various package and price offers for customers.301 Time Warner Cable
retention agents said that it could take 10-15 minutes for a customer to negotiate to a lowest-tier
offer.302
Other providers similarly trained their agents on negotiating with customers. Dish stated that agents
should attempt to satisfy customers with “lesser” offers first, because “keeping higher offers in reserve
will allow you to come back with a better offer.”303 DirecTV noted in its training that “more often than
not, the customer will expect to negotiate. Don’t lay all your cards on the table at once, because the
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customer will think you are holding something back and he/she will be able to get more.”304 In addition,
as noted below, some providers evaluated an agent’s performance based on their ability to minimize
revenue losses to the provider.305
Agent Incentives Encourage “Saving” and Selling. Cable and satellite providers evaluated and

compensated retention agents based on their efforts to save customers. Specifically, these companies
evaluated and scored an agent’s retention calls based on a number of factors, including whether the
agent asked questions about the customers’ decision to disconnect or downgrade services, attempted to
add or maintain existing services to the account, and attempted to overcome customers’ objections.306
As part of their internal review process, companies selected a sample of calls to evaluate. Charter would
“auto fail” an agent if an agent failed to make a sales attempt.307 Comcast’s call evaluation guidance
stated that agents who did not make an offer, attempt to overcome objections, or ask for a sale would be
ranked as “below expectations” and receive no points for that portion of the call.308 DirecTV’s 2015
training specified, “Failure to make a valid save attempt on every call can result in progressive counseling,
up to and including termination. Every … call, regardless of the scenario, represents a save and/or
opportunity to prevent a future ‘shopper.’”309
In addition, Charter’s retention training documents highlight the need to include upselling as part of the
retention discussion. Specifically, Charter’s training documents state that the retention process was
designed to keep existing customers by “ensuring that we understand why the customer wants to leave
and whether or not their service meets their service needs. That being said, we certainly want to continue
to position products and services and up sell as necessary to ensure the customer has the best value for
their money.”310
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Retention agents’ compensation focused on their ability to save customers, upsell services, and retain
revenue for the provider. Commissions were often based on the percentage of customers or revenue
retained by the agents. 311
Commissions can also be a significant portion of the retention agents’ salary. Commissions range from
approximately 25% to 40% of retention agents’ salaries at Charter,312 Comcast,313 Time Warner Cable,314
and DirecTV.315 Agents and officials from the cable providers in our investigation confirmed that
retention agents could access their performance metrics in real-time, creating an environment that
further emphasized their need to retain customers.316
After a customer successfully canceled his or her services, cable and satellite providers could continue
their efforts to retain the customer. For customers remaining in the service area, the providers continued
their efforts to retain or win back the customer. For example, DirecTV had a program to assist recently
disconnected customers in a way that made them more likely to return to DirecTV in the future.317
Agents that were calling as part of the program to win back previous customers were instructed: “Do not
let them off your line without setting up service.”318 Similarly, in 2013, Charter outlined a program that
made seven contacts with a customer more than 11 months after they had disconnected service.319 Cable
providers even worked to ensure that customers moving out of a providers’ service area remained cable
customers. Specifically, all of the cable providers in this review directed consumers moving out of their
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service area to a “movers hotline,” that only informed consumers about their cable options in the new
area (not options from satellite or telco competitors).320
Similar Tactics for Customers Who Want to Downgrade Service. Customers who were attempting to

downgrade their service faced many of the same hurdles as those attempting to disconnect. Customers
that wanted to downgrade usually had call and speak to an agent. If customers stated that they wanted
to downgrade (lower the price or change the package) or drop a service from their account (for example,
removing phone, television, internet service, or, in some cases, a premium package), they may have been
transferred to retention to go through the same negotiation process as customers that attempted to
disconnect their service. The exception was Dish, which allowed customers to downgrade packages
online321 and made a conscious decision to allow customers to downgrade premiums online, despite
internal analyses that noted that this policy put it at a competitive disadvantage to DirecTV.322 See Figure
15.
DirecTV officials confirmed that to remove premiums or cancel a line of business, DirecTV asked
customers to call so that DirecTV can “understand their issues and craft tailored solutions to meet their
individual needs.”323 DirecTV said that customers could downgrade packages online through self-service,
so long as the packages did not include premium channels.324 Time Warner Cable and Charter confirmed
that customers could not downgrade online.325 On June 15, 2016, Comcast informed the Subcommittee
that customers in Comcast’s central region can remove premium channels online and it was working on
expanding self-service options to allow customers to downgrade to a less expensive tier and drop certain
services.326
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FIGURE 15: INTERNAL DISH COMPETITIVE COMPARISON327

Cable and satellite providers trained their retention agents to minimize downgrades and the associated
loss of revenue by following a step-down process in which the offers made to the customer progressed in
a stair step fashion, with the offer that had the greatest financial impact on the provider last on the list.
Time Warner Cable’s training documents noted that in the case of disconnection or downgrade requests,
the best possible outcomes for the call were (in order): (1) to add services and generate more revenue off
the account; (2) keep the same services or amount of recurring revenue on the account; and (3) lose as
few services or revenue as possible.328 See Figure 16. Time Warner Cable did this through an eight-step
strategy that began with saving the customers with no change to their account and ended with the agent
agreeing to drop a service from the account—with one of the steps in the middle including a proposal
that additional service be added to the account.329 Similarly, Charter provided a step-down offer strategy
to its retention agents that started with increasing revenue by upselling or maintaining revenue by
keeping the customer from changing their account, followed by offering free upgrades, then a retention
offer that discounted the service, with the last step – only offered by Charter’s retention agents –
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proposing less expensive, limited-channel packages.330 Charter’s training also included a scenario in which
retention agents suggested an offer that costed more money than a customer’s existing package.331
Dish’s training documents emphasized that “agents should not just comply with customer requests to
remove programming; this is bad for DISH and bad for the customer.”332 A DirecTV training noted that if a
customer called to remove premium programming from their account, an agent may respond, “I’m
shocked to hear you want to cancel those services,” and “…most of our customers can’t live without
Starz, HBO, etc.”333 DirecTV also noted that agents should follow a “step down” process, in order to
“retain as much DirecTV base package revenue as possible and to ensure the customer is getting all of
his/her favorite programs/channels in the right-sized package.”334 An evaluation of a Comcast retention
agent stated that the agent should continue with a top-down approach, as this saves revenue on all
calls.335
FIGURE 16: TIME WARNER CABLE TOP-DOWN APPROACH336
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Providers’ Efforts to Address Customer Service
Cable and satellite providers have publicly acknowledged their customer service problems. In 2015,
Michael Powell, the chair of the National Cable and Telecommunications Association, stated to the Washington
Post that, "[c]ustomer service right now is completely unacceptable."337 During a Senate hearing on the proposed
Comcast-Time Warner Cable merger in 2014, Comcast Executive Vice President David Cohen and Executive Vice
President and Chief Financial Officer Arthur Minson submitted joint testimony stating that they knew they had to
continue to focus on improving the company’s customer service.338 During an earnings call in February 2015, Dish
executives admitted that customer service problems had caused the company to lose subscribers.339 Charter
Chief Executive Officer Tom Rutledge stated that after the Time Warner Cable-Charter merger, his first priority
was to improve service for his customers.340 In 2012, the former Chief Executive Officer of DirecTV, Mike White,
stated during an interview that it was common knowledge that the pay television industry has poorly rated
customer service.341
In addition, it is clear from documents submitted by most of the companies that they took steps to assess
customer satisfaction and address pain points.342 Comcast and DirecTV in particular submitted documents that
showed an in-depth analysis of problems affecting customers and proposed solutions for addressing them.343
Cable and satellite providers have also released advertisements and public plans to tell consumers that they know
customer service is a major problem for consumers and developed plans to address these problems.
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In 2015, Time Warner Cable placed an ad in The Plain Dealer that publicly acknowledged consumers’
concerns with Time Warner Cable’s product.344 The ad used statements that declared, “It’s about time,”
acknowledged its low customer satisfaction rating, and stated that it wants to get better.345 Time Warner
Cable has also recently released TV ads based on the slogan “Changing for Good,” in which the ads claim
that Time Warner Cable will work on improving its customer service efforts.346 In 2016, Time Warner
Cable launched a pilot of a tool that allowed customers to track their technician in real time.347 Time
Warner Cable also provided the Subcommittee examples of its efforts to hire additional customer service
agents, launch an online care team, and provide one-hour arrival windows for technician and repair
appointments in certain areas.348
In 2015, Comcast released a plan to improve its customer service efforts by hiring more customer service
agents, taking steps to increase customers’ understanding of their bills, creating technology to help its
customers monitor technicians’ time-of-arrival, and investing in a better billing system.349 In addition, in
documents provided to the Subcommittee, Comcast outlined $553 million in incremental spending it
plans to invest in 2016 for initiatives to improve the customer experience, such as removing fees for
customers who do not successfully self-install their service; bill redesigns; investing in critical network
facilities; and improving technical visits, among other things.350
In 2014, Charter highlighted efforts to reduce outsourcing of customer service functions.351 Charter
outlined $84 million in capital expenses for customer-service related initiatives in 2015, including
improving the tools available to customer service agents (for example, enabling them to see recent
customer activity on a variety of company channels, such as email, chat, and the interactive voice
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response phone system).352 Charter also described initiatives to immediately confirm a customer is
satisfied before a technician leaves the home; implement one-hour appointment windows; create a selfhelp channel that would provide customers with help videos; make billing statements transparent;
establish a Frequently Asked Questions page; and start an initiative to enable customers to select a
preferred method of communication (such as email, text, or set-top messaging).353
DirecTV outlined a variety of past and current initiatives totaling about $193 million in capital
expenditures, including a simplified bill format intended to provide increased transparency with respect
to the amount due, payment due date, changes since the prior bill, and when discounts may end.354
Dish also provided a list of various customer service initiatives being considered or planned for 2016,
including improving sales disclosures, analyzing customers’ pain points and what drives repeat calls, and
providing courtesy calls.355 In 2015, Dish announced the launch of an online appointment tool called
MyTech that provides customers with the picture, name, and the location of a Dish technician on the way
to their home.356
These efforts to improve customer service have had some impact. In its 2016 report on customer satisfaction with
various industries, the American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) noted that customer satisfaction with
subscription television service increased 3.2%; however, it “remains among the lowest-ranked industries covered
by the ACSI,” scoring “just slightly above last place Internet service providers for customer satisfaction.”357
Specifically, while Comcast and Time Warner Cable saw significant gains in their 2016 scores, they remained
below their industry average, and Charter’s score declined.358 Dish’s and DirecTV’s Scores remained steady.359
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